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Bernie Sanders courts the
favor of young voters (p. 4)
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USG welcomes Yu to executive board

With his call for
a “political revolution,” along
with his economic policies
and personal
incorruptibility,
Democratic
presidential
candidate Bernie Sanders captures the attention of more and
more young voters.

BY NICOLE CLEMONS
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

BUSINESS 7
Burger King proposes McWhopper to cool feud (p. 8)
Burger King has
publicly asked
McDonalds
to join them
on Sept. 21 in
the selling of a
hybrid burger,
called the
McWhopper.
If approved,
the burger will be sold at a joint
location.

ARTS & STYLE 10
The Weeknd changes the
deﬁnition of a genre (p. 10)
Creating an
anthem for
the masses,
The Weeknd’s
struggle to deal
with love is
expressed more
in Beauty Behind the Madness than his
last two albums, Trilogy and Kiss
Land. The new album catalogues
unhealthy love and lust.
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Early in the semester, Baruch USG conﬁrmed a new executive secretary to replace Lau, who formerly held the position.
BY EDWIN MOREL
ASSISTANT EDITOR, NEWS
At the first senate meeting of
the fall term, the Undergraduate
Student Government announced
a couple of changes to its staff,
nominating Katy Yu, who will
fill the USG Executive Secretary
chair on the executive board a

position, previously held by Vivian Lau. USG also announced
the resignation of vice-presidential senator for campus affairs
Nora Salama.
The USG executive board
nominated Yu out of five running
candidates. “Every candidate went
through an extensive process in
order to be considered for secre-
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BY PAUL JOH
SPORTS EDITOR
After a long-awaited return to the court, the Baruch women’s volleyball team got back into action on Tuesday, Sep. 1, against the Ospreys of
Stockton University. It was a test for the Bearcats, who were defeated by
the Ospreys last season at the Richard Stockton Tri-Match in Pomona,
New Jersey. The result was similar, as the Bearcats dropped three-straight
sets, earning their first loss of the season. Baruch trailed early in each of
the sets and never got into a rhythm to overcome their deficit.
On the following night, the Bearcats hosted the St. Joseph’s College
Eagles for their second match of the season. Unlike in their game against
the Ospreys, the Bearcats looked more poised against the Eagles. Baruch
lost the first set 25-19 but responded by taking the following set 25-20.
After each team split the next two sets, the game went to an ultimate tiebreaker in the fifth. With the momentum swinging back-and-forth, neither team had a clear advantage until the last few plays of the game. In
the end, the Eagles edged out the Bearcats 15-12 to capture their first
victory of the season, and the Bearcats fell to 0-2.

According to a
recent study,
young adults
believe that
hookah and
e-cigarettes
are a healthier
alternative
to traditional
cigarettes, with 57.9 percent of
respondents believing that e-cigarettes are safer than cigarettes.

In her 16th U.S.
Open, Serena
Williams will
take her talent
to the court in
hopes of winning her 22nd
major title and
completing the
first calendar Grand Slam since
Steffi Graf in 1988. Despite her
big name, things were not always
so smooth for the tennis star
from Saginaw, Michigan.

tary. We required each candidate
to submit their resume and a cover
letter, which was then followed up
with an interview and three practice tasks that gave us a snapshot
of their organizational and administrative abilities,” said USG President Annie Sourbis.

As part of a CUNY-wide
change, the Bernard M. Baruch
College Association Inc. has
made several alterations to its
official bylaws for the 2015-16
academic year.
Operated “for the charitable
purpose” of supporting the college, the association’s job is “to
plan, develop, promote and cultivate educational and social
relations among the students,
faculty and administrative staff
of Baruch College” in addition
to “aid[ing] the students and
faculty of the college by assisting them in their study, work,
curricular and college-related
activities,” according to the
board’s bylaws.
The association is also in
charge of receiving, reviewing
and approving annual allocations
of student activity fees. In addition, the association deals with
the “establishment and oversight
of procedures for the receipt, allocation and expenditure of student
funds.”

Baruch women’s volleyball
remain winless after 0-2 start

SCIENCE & TECH 12
Young adults turn to e-cigarettes and hookah (p.12)

SPORTS 14
Williams in pursuit of US
open for big break (p. 15)

Board of directors
revise bylaws
affecting voting
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Mens’ soccer wins
season opener
BY DANIEL DORNBAUM
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Saturday Nov. 4, 2014,
the Baruch men’s soccer team
lifted their third consecutive
CUNYAC championship trophy
into the night sky. After entering the tournament as the No.
4 seed due to a rocky regular
season, the Bearcats knockedoff the College of Staten Island
2-0 in the semi-finals and disposed of the Brooklyn Bulldogs 1-0 to claim the title.
They then advanced to the first
round of the NCAA tournament
where they took a tough loss
to Muhlenberg College to end
their season.
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Following the commencement of classes for the Fall 2015 semester, students take a break from purchasing textbooks and settle
into their ﬁrst day of classes by playing billiards in the game roon on the third ﬂoor of the Newman Vertical Campus.
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USG welcomes Yu to its board as executive secretary

News Briefs
COMPILED BY
EDWIN MOREL
The bike-share program Citi
Bike has officially expanded to
the Upper East Side and Upper West Side, the first time the
areas above Central Park will
get coverage since the program
launched in May 2013. City officials celebrated the program’s
expansion with an inaugural
bike ride on Sept. 1. Citi Bike
will continue its expansion up to
86th Street in the coming weeks
with 48 new stations, with hopes
to expand into Harlem, Astoria, Prospect Heights, Crown
Heights, Park Slope, Caroll Garden, Boerum Hill, Cobble Hill,
Red Hook and Gowanus by 2017.
_________________________
More than 80 undergraduate
students from the City College
of Technology built a solar home
that will be entered in the 2015
Solar Decathlon International
Competition held in October.
Twenty schools entered the biannual solar decathlon, but five
have already dropped out. After
holding a send-off party at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard, the students shipped their invention
to California for the competition. It took over two years to
plan the house and four months
to build. The school is still raising money for the project, which
costs approximately $350,000.
_________________________
Lehman
College
professor
Hasan Zumrut was arrested for
groping women in Times Square
over the weekend. According to
the New York Post, the instructor loitered on Broadway near
West 44th Street, grabbing the
buttocks of several women including an 18-year-old, just after
midnight on Aug. 28. Zumrut
reportedly said, “I made a mistake.” He was charged with two
misdemeanors, forcible touching and sexual abuse, in the case
of one woman, and was released
without bail.
_________________________
The U.S. Department of Education has awarded almost $8 million in grants for the new grantees of the Gaining Early Awareness and Readiness for Undergraduate Program, known as
GEAR UP. One of these is a sum
worth $5,282,840 for three partnership grants in New York, Utah
and California. The Research
Foundation of CUNY, on behalf
of Lehman College, will be one
of the five grantees this year.
________________________
Gov. Andrew Cuomo is assembling a commission to recommend changes to the state’s
education framework, most
notably a review of the Common Core. While a state law was
already passed this summer to
review the standards and other
issues by next June, the new
plan speeds up the process and
puts Cuomo in charge of picking the reviewers. The governor’s decision received praise
from the United Federation
of Teachers in New York City.
________________________
CUNY ranks among the top ten
public and private universities
and colleges in the number of
its undergraduate alumni who
have gone on to win “genius
grants” from the MacArthur
Foundation, according to data
released by the Foundation. The
MacArthur Foundation’s Fellows program awards a five-year
$625,000 grant to those of “outstanding talent” for creative or
professional pursuits.

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
At the Sept. 1 meeting, Yu’s
nomination was put in motion and
the result was 16 in favor with two
abstinations. Although the senate
confirmed by majority vote, they
chose not to discuss their votes
at the meeting. Days prior to the
meeting, Sourbis sent an email to
the entire USG team stating why
Yu was chosen for nomination,
along with her resume, cover letter
and the results of her tasks. “A few
people responded and talked to me
in person about her as a candidate
and were happy with her candidacy,” said Sourbis.
Yu had developed a relationship
with many of the senators through
her involvement in club life and
Sigma Alpha Delta, Baruch’s oldest
honor society. “She helped us out
at our Welcome Week events and
met other members of USG there,”
added Sourbis.
As the executive secretary, Yu
will be responsible for the dissemination of all information to
the student body regarding news
from USG. She will be in charge of
keeping minutes and records of all
senate and executive board meetings in addition to organizing room
reservations for clubs, helping to
coordinate upcoming events and
managing supplies and inventory.
“I need to pay attention to detail
and take on every little task to contribute to the overall mission of
USG,” said Yu.
Sourbis said the main reason
Yu was chosen was because of her
extensive experience in administrative tasks, executing events and
assisting teams in these events
and programs.
Yu previously served as the vice
president of Sigma Alpha Delta and
worked as an adviser at Baruch’s
Study Abroad Office, in addition to
holding a position as a human re-

sources intern. She was also associated with the Taiwanese Student
Association and the Transfer Student Organization. “Because of this
experience, I gained leadership
skills and developed my career and
personal growth,” said Yu. “I have
learned to manage different people
and how to work ... with a team.”
She will be the first transfer student to become an executive board
member. “It’s a nice perspective to
have because we don’t have a lot of
transfer students on our team this
year,” added Sourbis.
When asked what she hopes
to bring to USG this year, Yu said:
“I am hoping to take on a different initiative than before. One of
them is to increase awareness of
community involvement such as
volunteering–specifically running
in races. I am currently interning for New York Road Runners,
and our mission is to help inspire
people through running. NYRR
is known for holding the biggest
NYC Marathon in the world and
motivating runners to stay healthy
and active. I am hoping to take on
this initiative with the executive
boards and to encourage Baruch
to be the first college to take on
this challenge.”
On Aug. 26, Salama gave her
two-week notice by email. “After
much consideration, I have decided that I really need to focus on my
accounting studies this year, while
still being able to take on an internship,” explained Salama.
Despite her resignation, she
helped actualize the USG House
Party on Sept. 3, which she had
worked with her committee to plan.
It turned out to be a success for the
staff, as the event brought together
many students in the Multipurpose
Room for a night of dancing to music courtesy of WBMB and complimentary drinks.
Salama previously held the po-
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Yu was appointed as executive secretary at the USG meeting held on Sept. 1.
sition of representative senator before becoming the vice president of
campus affairs. She was required
to vote for club budgets, voice the
concerns of the student body in addition to planning and executing
events around campus.
“I joined USG right from the
start of my freshman year at Baruch. I enjoyed attending every
USG event and contributing in anyway. That’s what encouraged me
to apply,” she stated.
When asked about her time
with USG, Salama responded, “I’ve
greatly enjoyed and appreciated
the opportunities I’ve had serving with USG, and I’ve learned the
value of teamwork in the Baruch
community and the importance
of helping our student body, all of
which I will take with me throughout my career.”
Salama’s impact on USG will

not be easy to replace.
“She was extremely effective last
year which is why we asked her to
run for the VP role this year. In the
short time she has been here she
accomplished a lot,” said Sourbis.
She continued, “I am greatly sad
to see someone who advocated for
the change that the student body
wants to see on campus have to
leave […] She did a great job over
the summer, but she feared that
her other priorities may become
neglected. As I tell all members of
USG, they first need to prioritize
and do what is best for them because if they are not at their best,
there is no way that they will be the
best USG member that they can
be.”
USG will hold in-house elections for Salama’s former position
at their senate meeting on Tuesday,
Sept. 29.

John Jay studies the “narrative identities” of ex-felons
BY KINDRA COOPER
NEWS EDITOR
Accustomed to living quarters
no larger than a bathroom cubicle
and gleaning snatches of the real
world through newspaper clippings, former inmates emerge from
prison existentially disoriented
and at a loss to perform even simple functions, like swiping a MetroCard. The stigma of a criminal record, like a hovering rain cloud or
forehead tattoo, bars the formerly
incarcerated from work, higher
education and even interpersonal relationships unmarred by
suspicion and distrust.
Researchers at the Prisoner
Reentry Institute at the John Jay
College of Criminal Justice are
constructing “narrative identities”
of those in its Prison to College
Pipeline, or P2CP, pilot program to
evaluate the effectiveness of offering for-credit, college-level coursework to inmates at Otisville Correctional Facility in Orange County.
Admitted participants must possess a high school diploma, pass
a reading and writing assessment,
and be due for release in five years
or less.
The pipeline helps to funnel
former convicts into undergraduate, post-graduate and doctoral
degree programs upon completing their sentence. Its cutting-edge
component is the researchers who
interview study participants to
qualitatively map every phase of
their reintegration from housing to
marginalization to family life to the
often wintry reception from admissions, faculty and other students at
colleges and universities.
By treating former inmates as
more than just a statistical conglomerate and amassing first-person accounts of everything from
interrogative college admissions
interviews to the humiliation of

a former inmate’s host family announcing, “This is Matthew, he
just came out of prison,” to an entire church congregation, the study
feeds P2CP’s other efforts to help
anticipate the needs of soon-to-bereleased inmates.
A group of 10 researchers working closely with John Jay compiled
the autobiographical findings into
“Higher Education and Reentry:
The Gifts They Bring,” billed “Reentry research in the first person.”
“This report offers a compelling
story about the power of education
for people with criminal records.
They are trailblazers—another
group of historically marginalized
‘others’ entering the academy,” the
study authors wrote. This feedback
is turned into re-entry case plans
for each participant, who is mentored by a case manager from the
community. Elements of the pilot
include weekly academic coursework for college credit, biweekly
workshops to teach the skills and
behaviors needed to succeed in
college and in life, and college
placement guidance.
Case studies are based on focus groups featuring snowball
samples of prospective, enrolled
and former students with criminal
records. Leslie, last name omitted for privacy, was arrested for
drug abuse before she graduated
high school. Her story, visualized
in her child-like crayon drawing
published in “Higher Education in
Reentry,” begins with a coffin symbolizing her father’s murder before
she had even started grade school.
“You know—I came from a family
of hustlers—including my dad and
my mom,” her narrative reads. “No
one in my immediate family believed in me or wanted to support
me. My aunts were really negative:
‘you ain’t going to college. What
you talking about college for?’ I
guess it wasn’t realistic for them

since no one on the maternal side
of my family had ever gone to college. It was really tough.”
Community-based organizations such as the Annie E. Casey
Foundation and Impact Services
Corporation cater to at-risk groups
with support services such as job
placement, online tutoring or assistance with applications for college admission and financial aid.
Despite a rocky domestic life, with
her daughter also grappling with
drug addiction, Leslie attributes
her post-prison success to these
resources. “I always keep myself
in a network ... That’s a lit up support sign [in the map.],” she said,
indicating the beaming light bulb
in her drawing. “Even though I’m
going through a lot right now, I’ve
still got a lot of support.” She has
her bachelor’s degree in forensic psychology and is pursuing
her master’s in forensic mental
health counseling.
Multiple interviewees in the
study cite renewed, even ferocious, vigor and determination to
complete their education after being locked up. “I know the value
of just walking down the street. I
probably walk down the street in
way that you just couldn’t imagine,” reads the narrative of another
former inmate, Henry, who served
25 years for a crime he says he did
not commit. “I know the value. I
know the value of opening a refrigerator. When I go to school, I
go to school. Everything I do—I
believe is at another level from the
average person.”
In a July interview with PBS,
P2CP Founder Baz Dreisinger explained how the pipeline program
capitalizes on this thirst. “Part of it
is that you have been in an intellectual void for so long, that you’re
hungry for this knowledge, and the
other part of it is that the stakes are
very high, as they see it.”

The paradigm of college as a
fresh start and an opportunity to
construct an all-new identity is
even starker to the former inmate,
whose enrollment is often hedged
with conditions and restriction
clauses including supervision requirements and restricted access
to student services. “Education
represents life to me. It represents
growth and development. It represents a free mind. It represents
all the things that allow a person
to make a good decision,” Henry’s
narrative continues.
The admissions process for a
former felon can include convincing deans, campus security personnel, legal counsel and mental
health professionals.
The PRI plans to use this richly
empirical research to push for
higher college acceptance rates
based on positive correlations between in-prison education, labor
market potential and “safer, more
robust communities.” In a costbenefit analysis conducted by the
University of California at Los Angeles, researchers found that investment in education generates
manifold returns. “A $1 million
investment in incarceration will
prevent about 350 crimes, while
that same investment in education
will prevent over 600 crimes. Correctional education is almost two
times as effective as incarceration,”
researchers state.
The team at the PRI hopes that
the case-study-based report could
help inform policy, generate discussions with college administrators about the barriers presented
during the admissions process,
conversations with faculty and
students about the effect of excluding students with criminal backgrounds and dialogue with professional organizations about barriers
to eligibility for internships and
job training.
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Baruch’s board of directors revise bylaws that affect board voting
The Bernard M. Baruch College Association Inc., originally comprised of 13 regular voting directors, can now include up to six alternates with potential voting power
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The board of directors of the association consists of 13 regular voting directors. With the newly modified bylaw, they can have up to six
alternates. Currently sitting on the
board are the designated chairperson (the college president), two administrators and one administrative alternate, two faculty members
and up to two faculty alternates
elected by the executive committee
of the faculty senate.
Student representatives on the
board of directors include the Undergraduate Student Government
president, the chairperson of the
Graduate Student Assembly, four
elected undergraduate students
and three elected undergraduate
student alternates. Samuel Rubinstein is a student director on the
board and attends the monthly
meetings where different Baruch
organizations request funds from
the association. Rubinstein believes that the addition of alternates
to the board is a good idea.
“From what I have been told,
there have been certain instances
in the past when quorum was almost not met so that would have resulted in meetings being canceled.
By having alternates, it reduces that
risk,” said Rubinstein.
“In addition, I think alternates
bring new perspectives on issues
that sometimes are overlooked,”
he continued.
If quorum is not met at the
board of director meetings, the
meeting is adjourned and rescheduled for a date no more than seven
class days later.
The Baruch board of directors
has had only a few cases over the
past 35 years where quorum was
not met.

Andrew De Rosa, a student director on the board, is fond of the
new codicil of alternates. “I think
having alternates as part of the
board of directors process is an
effective way to make sure there
is consistent student body representation at the board of directors
meetings” said De Rosa.
“The main priority of the board
of directors is to ensure student
voices are heard at these meetings,
so having alternates take the place
of delegates who cannot attend
is a sensible amendment,” added
De Rosa.
Alternates are allowed to attend
board of director meetings but can
only vote if the alternate is substituting for an absent member.
Another change made to the bylaws was the creation of two independent directors appointed by the
college president.
According to a footnote in the
bylaws, an independent director is
“a former employee of the college
or the association, a college alum,
a community member, or any other
individual” who has not been or
does not have a relative who is an
employee or officer with a substantial financial interest in the association, CUNY or the Research Foundation of CUNY within three years
of their appointment to the governing board of the association.
The independent directors
cannot have a relative who has received more than $10,000 in direct
compensation from the association, CUNY or the Research Foundation of CUNY within three fiscal
years of their appointment to the
governing board of the association.
Another addition to the bylaws
allows one or more directors to participate in meetings by “electronic
video screen communication or

similar communications equipment allowing all persons participating in the meeting to see and
hear each other at the same time.”
Each director must be able
to offer input on all matters
with the board at the meeting,
especially voting.
Lastly, changes to some of the
organization and responsibility of
committees of the board of directors and committees of the association have changed. The executive
committee and the audit committee are under the board of directors. Each committee has three or
more directors.
The executive committee members are the officers of the association along with student directors
and hold and exercise the power of
the board of directors when classes
are not in session and other intervals between meetings.
The audit committee consists
of two independent directors and
one student director elected by the
board, who also meets the definition of an independent director.
The committee oversees “the accounting and financial reporting
processes of the association and
the audit of the association’s financial statements,” according to
the bylaws.
The audit committee selects or
renews the selection of an independent auditor with the approval of
CUNY, reviews previous audits with
the new auditor, and reviews and
discusses the finalized audit with
the independent auditor. They then
report their findings to the board.
The budget committee used to
fall under committees of the board
of directors but was moved under
the committees of the association.
Committees of the association
such as the communications, ath-

letic, student center, health advisory committee and student programming board, unlike committees of the board, “shall have only
the powers specifically delegated
to them by the board and shall have
no authority to bind the board.”
The budget committee receives
and reviews student activity fee
budget requests and shall “develop
and allocate a budget for the association subject to the review of the
board for conformance with the expenditure categories established by
the bylaws of the board of trustees”
of CUNY.
All members of the board “less
one administrator and one faculty member selected by the college president” constitute the
budget committee.
The communications committee is comprised of three elected
undergraduate students and one
elected graduate student, three faculty members and the dean of students or their designee.
The committee “serves as a liaison among officially chartered
student publications and broadcast
facilities” under the board, according to the bylaws.”
The athletic committee makes
recommendations and provides
information on the expenditure of student activity fees for
athletic purposes.
The committee is comprised of
the director of athletics, two faculty members, the chairperson of
the general faculty committee on
collegiate athletic activities, who is
also chairperson of the committee,
and three elected undergraduate
students. The student center committee recommends policies for the
student center and “related operations and programs” and “rules and
regulations governing the use of the

student center facilities.”
This committee is made of
the dean of students, who is also
chairperson, two faculty members,
a staff member from the department of student development and
counseling, three elected undergraduate students and one elected
graduate student.
The health advisory committee provides fiscal oversight and
recommends policies, rules and
regulations for the operation of the
Student Health Care Center.
The vice president of student affairs, director of health services, an
additional administrator, two faculty members, the USG president, the
GSA Chairperson and two elected
undergraduate students sit on
the committee.
The last committee is the student programming board, which
promotes and cultivates “educational and social relations among
the students, faculty, and administrative staff of the college by providing a variety of high quality,
robust, creative and entertaining
programs that appeal to diverse
audiences,” as expressed in the
association bylaws.
The student programming
board reviews and recommends to
USG an annual programming budget and appoints a sub-committee
to plan and apply its programming.
The sub-committee plans social, cultural, intellectual and educational events with student organizations, faculty, staff and alumni.
The chief student affairs officer
or their designee acts as chairperson for the student programming
board and includes one faculty
member, a full-time staff member
from the Office of Student Life and
Freshman Programs and four elected undergraduate students.
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Opinions
FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD

Baruch should hold off asking
undergraduates for donations
Universities, public and private, do not afford professors’ salaries,
facility upgrades, technologies, access to information and all the other
costly factors of running an educational institution on tuition revenue
alone. Take Harvard University as an example. At the close of its fiscal
year 2013 budget, Harvard reported that over one-third, or $1.5 billion,
of its operating revenue was distributed by the university’s endowment,
which was the largest in the country in 2013. While Harvard could probably run an exceptional institution without billions of endowment dollars waiting in the bank—especially when tuition is over $40,000 per
year—the fact still remains that much of what that university is able to
accomplish comes about because of its money and its endowment.
Baruch College, though lacking a budget or endowment as sizable
as an Ivy League school, relies similarly on the Baruch College Fund to
pay bills, while still supporting students and professors in myriad capacities. The fund establishes scholarships, endows faculty seats, and
more generally, works to help Baruch further its strategic goals. Essentially, it affords our education.
Approximately $150 million of our university’s budget is funded by
city and state money and tuition payments, and the overall budget is
supplemented by the fund, the assets of which have grown from $68.5
million in 2003 to $158.7 million in 2013. Instigating this growth, fund
members, who are typically Baruch alumni, work tirelessly to acquire
large donations and promote giving to Baruch. Every student has benefited, in more ways than one, from the fund and the efforts of its members.
Donating to the fund helps pave the way for future leaders, with
today’s established professionals, many of whom are Baruch alumni,
hoping to give back to the community that helped author their own
success stories. It is a continuous movement of gratitude begetting
gratitude, in the form a check, later appearing in the form of a scholarship or some educational tool
Recently, the families of current undergraduates received letters
asking for donations to Baruch. While this may seem like a trivial gripe
from an ungrateful group of younger folks, it seems a bit premature to
ask families and students still paying tuition to throw their gratitude
into the pot.
As the fund’s most recent annual report indicates, 40 percent of Baruch students come from families with income less than $25,000, and
85 percent of students receive some type of financial aid from Baruch.
We just ask that undergraduates are given some time for their successes
to be paved before being asked to help pave the way for others.

Shameful coverage of news shooting
Reporter Alison Parker and her cameraman, Adam Ward were killed
during a live broadcast for WDBJ7 in Moneta, Virginia last week. The
alleged gunman, disgruntled former employee Vester Flanagan, recorded himself as he shot the victims and later uploaded the video to
Facebook and Twitter.
“Alison made racist comments,” he tweeted immediately following
the shooting. His Twitter account was suspended shortly thereafter.
Williams also faxed a 23-page manifesto to ABC News, in which he referenced Seung-Hui Cho and Dylann Roof.
The tragedy at hand speaks to a number of issues, such as the circulation of sensitive content in the name of journalism. Both William’s firstperson video and the TV broadcast itself have been making rounds. Not
only is usage of this footage sensationalistic, it is also highly unethical.
Continuous sharing of this footage, either by news outlets or by average
people, can potentially trigger the unsuspected, regardless of content
filters and warning messages. Though these videos depict the situation
as it happened, they have little journalistic value. To capitalize on this
act of violence for viewership is in poor taste and contributes nothing to
the news report itself that cannot be restated verbally.
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Sanders winning over young voters
Presidential candidate Bernie Sanders is breath of fresh air to voters dissatisﬁed with political system

T

his time last year, if you told
people that a socialist was
running for president, they
would think that President Barack
Obama had amended the constitution to run for a third term. Six
months ago, if you told someone
that a Wall Street-bashing firebrand was polling neck-and-neck
with Hillary Clinton, they would
think that Elizabeth Warren had
announced a White House bid.
Just before the summer, if you told
someone that a rumpled Jew from
Brooklyn had as good a shot at the
presidency as the democratic frontrunner, he or she would think you
escaped a psychiatric ward.
And yet here we stand, reckoning with the rise of Bernie Sanders.
Sanders, an Independent senator from Vermont, announced his
run for the Democratic nomination
in April. He was part of an early
cadre of announcements. By the
time he entered the race, Democrat Hillary Clinton had already announced her candidacy, as had Republican Senators Ted Cruz, Rand
Paul and Marco Rubio. Though the
Republican contest would later
balloon to 17 candidates, the Democrats all but expected a coronation
for the front-runner Clinton.
Then the summer began, and
America started to “Feel The Bern.”
Sanders has seen a steady and
unexpected rise in the polls since
his announcement. He has vaulted
from a distant second place nation-

ally to taking a lead in New Hampshire. Opinion polls have him polling favorably against numerous
Republican candidates. And much
has been made of his rallies, which
have routinely attracted tens of
thousands of supporters.
Perhaps most interesting is that
many of Sanders’ followers are
young voters. His most vociferous
supporters tend to congregate in
more youthful fora: college campuses, message boards and Facebook pages. All seem drawn to his
economic populism, his call for
“political revolution” and his apparent personal incorruptibility.
On its face, his candidacy seems to
have the same magnetism as several other political candidates have
exhibited in recent years. Just think
of how Obama appealed to disaffected liberals in 2008 or how Ted
Cruz has whipped Tea Party conservatives into a frenzy since 2013.
Yet Sanders is running an altogether different campaign. He has
brought a near-doctrinaire leftist
platform to the fore, drawing on his
long career as an independent legislator. His stump speeches touch
upon Wall Street reform, social
equality and reducing wealth and
income inequality almost without fail. In response to Republican
fixation on illegal immigrants and
Black Lives Matter protests, he began advocating aggressively for liberal solutions to both issues. While
other candidates have suggested

enhanced loan programs for education or privatized accounts for
health care, Sanders has pushed for
full subsidization of both.
Given these policy stances, it
is not surprising that young voters
are gravitating to Sanders, a candidate attuned to their concerns.
Millennials are on the losing end of
America’s escalating higher education costs. Yet, few other candidates
have addressed these issues. On the
level of acknowledging the issue,
Republicans seem like a lost cause.
The few candidates who have mentioned education costs insist that
private university profits, in service
of “educational quality,” are more
important than a debt-free education. Employment plans never
seem to go beyond tax-slashing or
plundering federal programs. Income inequality was never on the
Republican agenda to begin with,
and on social issues they have disavowed millennials entirely.
Democrats are a natural fit for
young voters, but among them
Sanders stands out. His message
has consistently hit on issues that
matter to millennials. And in a time
when the political establishment is
increasingly despised, young voters may very well see in Sanders,
the bombastic independent socialist, something they longed for. They
see an alternative.
-Mikhail Relushchin
Political Science ’16
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T

he attempt to protect the alleged victims of the Ashley
Madison hack has gone so far
that the infamous cheating website
is being commonly referred to as a
dating website, which would put it
under the same category as websites like eHarmony and Match.
com.Their slogan, “Life’s short,
have an affair,” is an unmistakable
call for adultery.
It is a wonder that the website
lasted for as long as it did. Call it
what it is: a website that enables
people in serious relationships to
find others looking to cheat.
In August, hackers made good
on a promise to release the information of Ashley Madison’s users,
including names, phone numbers
and addresses, as well as confidential credit card transactions.
The group of hackers, called the
Impact Team, left their mark on
the Internet.
They threatened to release the
data if the website did not permanently shut down, which was a re-

sponse to the company’s inability
to fully erase user data once they
deleted their accounts. The information dump probably ruined a
lot of marriages and relationships,
but if spouses and significant others are on this website, it is safe to
say something was already amiss to
begin with.
People will say they were on
there just to see what was out there.
Others will say they were in unsatisfying relationships and wanted to
branch out. Why are these people
in serious relationships? Where is
the appeal in a cheating website if
all one is looking to do is see what
is out there?
The victims here are the
spouses. These users knew what
they were signing up for. While
it may have been unethical and
slightly distasteful to release so
much personal data in such a public manner, the cheaters should
have known better than to give
their information to the company
in the first place.

If a man cheats on his wife and
a third party who is witness to the
adultery tells the man’s wife, is the
man the victim? Is the third party in the wrong for infringing on
their lives?
When signing up for the cheaters’ website, the opening page
asks for a relationship status. Dating websites assume you are single
and or otherwise trying to develop
an open relationship. The “O”
in the Ashley Madison logo is a
wedding ring.
Someone on the Internet is responsible for creating a society in
which this website lasted 14 years
and had still not been taken down.
There are people still joining this
website even after this massive
data leak.
How can we fix this if we are trying to make victims out of adulterers? The first step perhaps is to stop
calling it a dating website.
-Sibely Anan
Journalism ’16
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Trump encapsulates
image of Republicans

W

ith Donald Trump’s lead
holding steady, the Republican establishment
can no longer deny his popularity. Trump will most likely not be
the Republican nominee for president. However, his appeal should
be a wake-up call for the right.
Trump is exposing the true nature of the Republican Party. The
leaders of the party see Trump as
a sideshow. He is loud and obnoxious, a punchline for late-night
comedians. It is easy to attribute
his popularity to that, though the
truth is quite the opposite. As
Matthew Yglesias of Vox writes,
“Trump is succeeding because he
is articulating views that are widely
held among American voters but
normally suppressed in the political system due to the power of the
donor class.” There is a clear split
between the Republican base and
the establishment.
Trump’s combining of both
right and left views on issues is
popular. Advocating an end to
birthright citizenship, wanting to
build a wall that would make the
Night’s Watch jealous and protecting Social Security are platforms
that voters can get behind. But
these views are generally unpopular among the Republican donor
class. They want to see their taxes
cut, even if it means gutting social programs to make it possible.
Higher levels of immigration provide them with a source of cheap
labor for business. With money
running politics, it is fairly obvious
which side the GOP has taken.
With the party taking the side
of their donors instead of their
base, the favorability ratings of the
Republican Party are at a low. According to a recent Pew Research
Center poll, only 41 percent of re-

spondents had a favorable view of
the Republican Party. The base is
not happy with their party, so they
are flocking to the anti-establishment candidate, Donald Trump.
These poll numbers illustrate another concern for the party. They
struggle to gain new followers.
After Obama’s election in 2008,
the Republican Party doubled
down on their “Southern Strategy.” They believed that by vilifying President Barack Obama and
his new policies, it would galvanize their base. This is how the Tea
Party Movement started, which
ultimately helped the Republican
Party retake the House of Representatives. However the Tea Party
became increasingly radical, attracting extreme right-wing voters
and candidates. They were able to
use primaries to vote out Republicans who were not conservative
enough. Sensible Republicans,
who should have stood up to this
radical fundamentalism, were so
frightened of losing primary battles to these religious zealots that
they abandoned all sanity. This
has resulted in the Republican
Party essentially adopting the Tea
Party’s beliefs as their own.
Those beliefs include a refusal
to compromise, a denial of scientific fact, a fear of progress, a
belittlement of education, a need
to control women’s bodies and a
pathological hatred of the government. With beliefs like these, it is
not shocking that the Republican
Party is not popular.
When the leaders of the Republican Party look at Trump, it is actually a reflection of who they are
and what they have become.
-Davon Singh
Economics ’17

Countries have duty to aid refugees
THE POLITICKER

STEPHEN ELLIOTT

I

t is often said that what defines humanity is its individual capacity for empathy. We
possess the wherewithal to forge
elaborate, highly functioning societies based on abstract ideals
as a means to tame and civilize
our animalistic urges. But it is our
knack for destruction, our desire
to war and murder in the name of
the same ideals that build so much
upon that defines us. And in our
fits of violence, it is our neglect
of consequences that makes us
human—fallible.
While we idle by the chaos
in Syria, watching the death toll
rise, millions of people have been
forced from their homes with
nothing but the bullet holes in
their back. Fleeing for their lives
and the continuity of their families,
the 15 million Syrian migrants and
refugees make treacherous journeys through contested land or
across the Mediterranean Sea for
salvation. In search of new homes
with a willingness to struggle and
survive, these people are consistently and systematically turned
away, left to rot at the border. Unlike immigrants who follow legal
protocols, and even unlike illegal
immigrants who skirt the process, refugees truly have nowhere
else to go and are often left out on
the porch.
The majority of these refugees
have sought shelter in the sur-

rounding areas, namely Jordan
and Lebanon, but their living conditions are often squalid at best.
The rapid influx of refugees strains
an economy further than it already
is, amplifying tense political and
social relations. There are obvious
needs for housing and food, and
migrants compete for scarce resources with locals. Without mentioning the word xenophobia, even
the most welcoming of societies
bear a significant cost to host refugees. The challenge often proves
insurmountable, and no community can limitlessly welcome refugees. Even with assistance from
the international community and
the thousands of refugee aid programs in the world, local governments sacrifice their development
funds and credit to accommodate.
Citizens who feel the pain of
these population shocks are often
left asking “why?” The conversation then becomes a question of
fairness. It was not the average
Turkish or Jordanian citizen who
started the civil war—why should
they bear the brunt of the cost?
Why should their families suffer and starve because of wars irrelevant to them? Similarly, why
should these host nations feel
compelled to take in refugees if
they simply cannot afford it? When
Jordan and Lebanon began closing
their borders after absorbing collectively over 1.5 million people,
Syrians had to look elsewhere and
travel further to find shelter.
Many walk through Greece and
into Western Europe in a desperate search for a place to call home.
Given the duration of the conflict,
what began as a few wayward
strays has rapidly evolved into a
full-blown crisis of political and
empathetic failures. Refugees at
their most desperate will charter,
purchase or build cheap rafts and
boats in frantic and often vain at-

tempts to escape violence. This
past week, images surfaced of a
young boy face down on a Turkish beach, swallowed by the sea.
His parents and brother attempted
to sail to Turkey on a 15-foot raft.
All but the father perished. Meanwhile, hundreds of refugees are
stranded in a Budapest railroad
station after having been denied
passage to Germany for salvation.
Leaders express their regret and
sympathy but have bungled their
opportunity to coordinate efforts
to help these people, instead shifting the responsibility to individual
people and communities to bear
these burdens.
Thus, the crisis has reached
an irreparable level. There is now
a full generation of Syrian children who have lost their chance
at childhood, and generations of
families and history that have been
uprooted or wiped out. The international community’s unwillingness to show compassion for these
people beyond a few spare dollars
and some tents has left millions
in a permanent state of flux. Even
if the Syrian civil war were to end
tomorrow, these people would not
have homes to return to.
This is the reality of our transformed political landscape. Long
gone are the days of non-permeable borders, and likewise of sovereignty. While in the past it might
have been easier to put the blinders up and ignore a civil war. While
intervention may be just as difficult if not more, political inactivity
fans the flame into global conflagration. Standing by and watching
thousands suffer and perish simply because they have nowhere to
go is a needless tragedy that highlights our fundamental empathetic
failings. The choice is simple: bear
the cost of living responsibly, or
watch the receipts of death rack up
in the headlines.

Solitary individuals drawn towards IS

De Blasio beset by foes

IS has taken to targetting “lone wolf” Westerners in an attempt to bolster their ranks further

Mayor Bill de Blasio is being stiﬂed by his numerous adversaries

W

he de Blasio administration cannot seem to catch
a break. Mayor Bill de Blasio, it seems, has no simple escape from his critics. They are
actively working to make sure
he is a one-term mayor, much in
the vein of Abraham Beame and
David Dinkins.
De Blasio swept into office as
a progressive with every intention of narrowing the gap of a New
York that is, in reality, two cities—
one rich, the other poor. He set
his goal to be remaking the city
pragmatically.
He found an ally in Al Sharpton, who has a louche past, and
he put an end to the contentious
stop-and-frisk policy. He pressed
the real estate barons to build
more affordable housing and he
seriously questioned police practices in the death of Eric Garner.
He successfully pushed for universal pre-K for the city’s children
and he argued for a broader measure of home rule from Albany’s
iron-fisted control of vital issues
affecting the city.
And in doing so, de Blasio has
ruffled the feathers of Gov. Andrew
Cuomo, in what has become a turf
war between two strong personalities. Cuomo sides with big money
interests, while de Blasio relies on
a more middle and working class
base that has begun to move away
from him.
From the get-go, the banks
and real estate barons, the police
union, the charter school interests, as well as the media—especially the Daily News and the New
York Post—set about ambushing him with scolding headlines
and editorials.
Consequently, a siege mentality has emerged in City Hall. And
in this game of chess, the mayor’s

ith the weakening of both
al-Qaida and the Taliban,
the Islamic State group
has come in to replace the old
guard of terrorism and has been,
unfortunately, successful in gathering recruits to fill their ranks.
While many of the top leaders in
the organization are former members of al-Qaida in Iraq and other
terrorist groups in the Middle East,
many of the new recruits are coming in from near and far. Most notably, many of these recruits are
coming from Western countries in
Europe and the United States.
One must first understand who
these Westerners are who join the
Islamic State group. Although the
majority of the recruits already
practice Islam, some are more recent converts to the faith. What
sets these individuals apart from
others is that they do not have a
sense of fitting in. In most cases,
their national identity does not
blend well with the overall image
of the country they reside in.
This is what experts call lone
wolf syndrome. What is even more
interesting is that they do not fit in
well in their localized communities either. This allows the likes of
the Islamic State group to manipulate and persuade Westerners to
join them.
The Islamic State group has
done an excellent job of utilizing
social media to push their propa-

ganda in order to attract new bodies. Twitter, Instagram and YouTube have been the best examples
of how the recruiting campaign
has been effective. The core marketing principle has been masked
by using cats, which are a very
popular topic on social media.
What is the message that the
Islamic State group is stressing to
lure Westerners in? For starters,
it asserts that there is a sense of
family and a renewal in their faith.
That is a strong message to send to
anyone who does not fit in where
they live.
Another message it emphasizes is the group is helping protect those of the same faith from
those who live an immoral lifestyle. Perhaps the biggest theme
that stressed is that there will be
enormous wealth to be gained by
joining, in that the militants pillagethe wealth of those who are considered non-believers.
In actuality, these new recruits
are joining an organization that
has no respect for the law, life
or property.
They interpret their cause as a
righteous one in order to further
push their agenda. We have seen
from news reports that members
of the Islamic State group have
destroyed many historical and
culturally significant sites because
they were deemed inappropriate
due to their beliefs.

In actuality, these new recruits are joining an organization
that has no respect for the law, life or property. They interpret
their cause as a righteous one in order to further push their
agenda.

There is a way to ebb the flow
of Westerners joining the Islamic
State group.
Many Western governments
already have programs in place
through law enforcement and intelligence agencies that monitor
suspicious activity online. Early
in August, two Americans were
stopped at the airport in Alabama
from traveling overseas and joining the Islamic State group. Other
countries have begun programs
to stop their citizens from joining. For instance, in reference to
the three teenagers from England
who flew to Syria to join the Islamic State group, local officials
have started programs that explain
the consequences of joining a
terrorist organization.
However, for those who are
successful in their journey into
the Islamic State, it is unlikely that
they will be safely returned home.
Because the group operates in an
area stretching from Syria to Iraq,
the exact whereabouts of any of
these Westerners is unknown. The
United States policy on those joining a terrorist organization is that
they give up all rights afforded to
them as citizens.
They are considered terrorists
once they have been identified as
such. There is little-to-no option of
any Western government to utilize
military and covert operations to
return their citizens home. Currently, the main focus is to eliminate the key leaders of this organization. In the end, if the Islamic
State is destroyed, there may be a
chance to re-educate these former
citizens to live a normal life if they
have not been caught in any of
the conflict.
-Josue Alvarado
Public Affairs ’16

T

team has engaged in castling to
better protect him, by insulating
him from the growing avalanche
of public record requests that City
Hall receives.
The mayor’s critics have seized
on this order as a mockery of
de Blasio’s campaign pledge for
transparency in government. The
mayor himself defends his lawyer’s advice as a means of setting
the record straight. But to the larger public, it looks as though it is an
exercise in equivocation of Freedom of Information Law requests.
Now, punting such requests is
a time-honored tactic of the White
House and politicians like Cuomo, Chris Christie and Michael
Bloomberg. In plain truth, President Barack Obama’s record looks
as though it is a study in the scorn
of the public will when it comes to
Freedom of Information requests.
Now, any public official’s actions should be open to public
scrutiny. De Blasio is certainly no
exception to this. However, note
particularly, that in office only 19
months, de Blasio has been inundated with 700 and growing FOILs.
These requests, for better or for
worse, look more like a nuisance
tactic to stifle de Blasio’s agenda
for meaningful reform, in the same
vein as Republicans in the Senate
who pile on one amendment after
another to kill any program that
Obama puts forth.
There is transparency and there
is being prodded for information.
In the mayor’s case, it is clear that
he is being surrounded, blocked
and swamped by his adversaries
and the tabloid press, to blacken
his reputation so that he will not
stand a chance for re-election.
-Robert Cambria
Journalism
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Classifieds
ROLLER HOCKEY CLUB

ILLUSTRATOR WANTED
Do you spend most of your
time in class doodling in your
notebook? Do you have opinions and a sense of humor?
The Ticker is looking for a talented artist to work on illustrations like the ones seen in the
Opinions section.

SELLING STUFF?
General Interest Meeting: Thursday, Sept. 17 from 1:00-2:00 p.m.
in room 3-240.

If you got stuﬀ to sell like textbooks, calculators or pet iguanas, take out a classiﬁed advertisement to reach the masses.

TICKER CLASSIFIEDS
SUBMIT A CLASSIFIED AD TO ADSTHETICKER.ORG TO ADVERTISE YOUR CLUB,
EVENT OR PROJECT WITHOUT CUTTING INTO YOUR BUDGET.
THE SIMPLE OPTION TO GET A SHORT MESSAGE ACROSS. PRICE DEPENDS ON
WORD COUNT, WITH A MINIMUM OF 50 WORDS.
>50 WORDS .................... $5
50100 WORDS ................ $8
100150 WORDS .............. $12
150200 WORDS .............. $15
COLORED BOX OUTLINE TO HIGHLIGHT YOUR AD ... $2
ADD AN IMAGE TO DRAW MORE ATTENTION .......... $2

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT CLASSIFIEDS AND PLACING ADVERTISMENTS
IN THE TICKER, PLEASE EMAIL ADSTHETICKER.ORG.

Prospective club members will learn about the roller hockey club
events and travel team.
Refreshments will be served.
For any questions contact us at baruch.hockey@gmail.com

BARUCH COLLEGE

CALLING ALL PHOTOGRAPHERS

Say cheese! The Ticker is looking for dedicated photographers to
join its photography team for the coming semester and beyond.
Prior experience is not required. Equipment arrangements can be
made.
Email managingeditor@theticker.org for more information or stop
by room 3-290. Ask to speak with the Managing Editor or Editorin-Chief.

Do you enjoy business? What
about the arts and sciences?
Are you interested in public affairs? Or are you a fan of being
a well-rounded, knowledgable
young adult?
Come to Baruch College for an
exemplary education in a toptier institution and proudly call
yourself a Bearcat!

YOUR AD HERE
BUYING STUFF?
If you are looking to buy a speciﬁc textbook, some sneakers or
something else, take out a classiﬁed advertisement.
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Windows 10 fails to boost PC sales as retailers see five-year low
BY ELIZABETH DASH
STAFF WRIITER

Nearly 52 million people downloaded Windows 10 within the first
two weeks of its initial release, but
PC sales have not yet increased as
a result. Although the International
Data Corporation expected them to
rise in anticipation of Microsoft’s
latest operating system, recent
sales of computers have actually
declined. These predictions were a
result of the growth in sales of PCs
just prior to the release of Windows
7, even though Windows 8 did not
have the same positive effect.
Dion Weisler, executive vice
president of HP’s Printing and Personal Systems, hypothesized that
the remaining inventory previously
bought in preparation for Windows
8 would have a negative effect on
future PC sales with newer systems.
The latest 8.7 percent decline of
the PC market and high inventory
levels of PC retailers might support
his proposition.
Before Windows 7 was released,
retailers filled their shelves with
new desktop and laptop models.
Even though this has been the case
in the past, retailers did not do the
same with the release of Windows
10 as a result of the inventory purchased for Windows 8.
The main difference between
the launch of Windows 10 and the
previous two Windows operating
systems is that it is free to download
for anyone who already has either
Windows 7 or 8. Another possible
reason for the underwhelming effect in PC sales could be attributable to the increasing popularity of

WWW.MICROSOFTNEWS.COM

The newest Windows software, Windows 10, is free to download for users who currently have Windows 7 or Windows 8.
smartphones. While smartphone
sales continue to increase, the immediate need for a PC decreases.
In total, the shipments of PCs, tablets and smartphones are now only
estimated to have a single digit
increase between 2015 and 2019
when combined.
In order to survive in such a time
when PC sales have been at their
lowest in five years, retailers are beginning to diversify their inventory
while attempting to empty their
shelves of the backed-up models.
In the second quarter of 2015, PC
shipments totaled only about 16.4
million, presenting a -3.3 percent
change in the overall market since
this same time last year.
IDC, in a statement released
Aug. 26, stated that they expect

shipments to further decrease by
about 8.7 percent in 2015 and that
the PC market will not stabilize for
at least another two years.
This behavior of consumers is
apparent when research conducted by the company showed that
Windows 8 users only upgraded
their devices when the operating
system would not work properly if
they did not purchase a new one.
Since Windows 10 did not require
any special hardware in addition
to being offered for free, consumers had no such need to purchase a
new PC in order to upgrade.
The research company also noted in the press release an estimated
two-to-three year turnover for personal PCs and a longer three-tofour year turnover for business PCs.

However, this turnover period has
recently been believed to increase,
which could also be a possible catalyst in the decline of sales.
In contrast to IDC, Pacific Crest
Securities had a more positive outlook on the effect Windows 10 will
have on the market in the long run.
The company emphasized that
users who have downloaded the
software have been pleased so far.
Therefore, although recent PC sales
have been performing poorly, the
operating system itself is performing well. Pacific Crest suggested
that the time gap between Windows 8 and Windows 10 was not
long enough in order for the system
to have a positive impact on sales.
The research company also noted a sudden slight improvement

in performance of PC sales, unlike
IDC. However, they attributed this
increase to the seasonal purchases
of back-to-school shoppers and
admitted that it will most likely not
result in continued growth.
The overall market condition
and the habits of consumers will
ultimately determine how soon PC
sales will likely rise again. Since
the technology market is ever
changing—always dependent on
new advancements and consumer
preferences—it is difficult to determine when sales of PCs will likely
increase again. Disregarding the
specific amount of an increase in
future sales, any sustained growth
will be positive since expectations
for upcoming quarters are set
so low.
Despite concerns regarding
poor PC sales performance, Windows 10 accounted for slightly more
than 4.95 percent of the market and
was installed on about 1,500 devices per second when it was first released. This implies that the disappointing sales performance of PCs
is not directly related to the operating system itself. Whether a result
of time or the latest consumer demand for PCs, Windows 10 may not
have been released at a time that
optimized its effect on the market.
It is unlikely that large PC developers such as, Dell, Lenovo or HP
will be adversely affected by the recent decline in such sales. Instead,
the decrease will affect smaller retailers the most. On the other hand,
if sales decrease further and maintain sustained low levels, those top
retailers and developers could also
be just as negatively impacted.

Target pays for hiring bias BlackRock buys large robo-advisor firm
BY AMANDA ELSAYED
STAFF WRITER

Target Corporation agreed to
pay $2.8 million on Aug. 24 in a
discrimination settlement. The
United States Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission first
discovered discriminatory acts
in 2006.
When the investigation began,
it was found that three of the many
employee assessments that were
being utilized in Target facilities
nationwide had both a race and
gender bias.
More specifically, a large portion of applicants frequently taken
out of the possible hiring pool
were black, Asian or female.
Target gets millions of applications every year, which means
that an enormous amount of
people were denied the opportunity to work due to circumstances that are out of
their control.
The EEOC spoke on the subject, stating that, “The tests were
not sufficiently job-related and
consistent with business necessity, and thus violated Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964.”
Furthermore, along with discriminating against race and sex,
Target has been accused of not
operating in accordance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act.
According to the act, employers are not allowed to administer
psychological tests to employees until an offer has been made.
However, the tests should only be
given if it is necessary for the position in discussion.
It was also reported that Target failed to keep documentation
of their hiring processes, which
made it a little more difficult for
the EEOC to determine the effect

that the assessments have had on
past applicants’ hiring chances.
The $2.8 million that the company has agreed to pay will be
distributed amongst thousands of
people that were wrongly discriminated against.
Molly Snyder, a Target spokesperson, stated that, “Of the millions of applicants who applied for
positions with Target over the past
decade, this settlement covers a
group that numbers in the fourfigure range.”
While the issue at hand is fairly
controversial, the process of the
investigation and the consequences of it have been smooth.
The case was never brought
to court, as Target has been very
compliant with the requests of the
EEOC.
Moreover, it was confirmed
that the company has been actively working to make changes in
its hiring practices and ensuring
that an issue like this will not occur again in the future.
Though the company is paying
for the damage that it may have
caused to individuals, the company may have tarnished some of
its credibility in the eyes of its customers.
Target still maintains that no
unethical conduct took place with
regards to the hiring tests.
Snyder said that the EEOC “has
concluded that only a small fraction of the assessments administered during the relevant time
period could have been problematic.” She continued, “We continue
to firmly believe that no improper
behavior occurred regarding these
assessments.”
Tests that were under the
scrutiny of the EEOC are no longer in use and therefore cannot
see how the company really did
any wrong.

The asset management corporation plans on using FutureAdvisor’s platform as an additional service line
BY DANIEL GOLDBERG
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

BlackRock, the world’s largest
asset manager, with over $4.7 trillion in assets under management,
recently announced that it had
agreed to acquire FutureAdvisor.
FutureAdvisor is a venture-backed
financial technology company
that aims to help individuals manage their investment accounts as
a robo-advisor. It acts as a digital
wealth manager providing holistic investment solutions and tax
efficient portfolio management
all in an easy to access platform
of mobile and online applications. Although no terms were
released, it is assumed that BlackRock acquired FutureAdvisor at
an enterprise value ranging between $150 and $200 million. This
represents a significant return
for Sequoia Capital, who backed
the company in 2012 at a $75
million valuation.
The idea of a robo-advisor is
nothing new. With increasing calls
for transparency and fee reduction, many millennials have found
comfort investing with companies
such as Wealthfront and Betterment, two of FutureAdvisor’s major competitors. FutureAdvisor
and its competitors have developed a formulaic representation
of each investor’s risk profile, and
using Markowitz’s Modern Portfolio Theory, continuously rebalance the individual’s portfolio to
ensure that optimal diversification
is maintained. It is important to
understand the inner workings of a
company like FutureAdvisor in order to see the broader application
of its technology and its benefit as
a tuck-in acquisition for a firm like
BlackRock.
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Founded in 1988, BlackRock manages over $4.7 trillion for clients around the globe.
Interestingly, BlackRock does
not intend to utilize FutureAdvisor as a service for retail clients as
it was originally designed. Instead,
it plans to offer it as a low-cost,
simplified alternative for some of
their larger institutional clients. By
using FutureAdvisor, clients will be
able to access all account information on a single platform and more
cost-effectively manage larger
pools of capital.
BlackRock hopes the new portfolio management capabilities will
act as an attractive compliment to
existing brokers for banks, brokerage firms and 401(k) plans. The acquisition supports BlackRock CEO
Larry Fink’s push for broader acceptance of innovative technology
and data-driven investing in larger
financial institutions. In a time of
significant regulatory overhaul affecting the global financial system,
investors are increasingly seeking
quality financial advice in a quick
and abridged format. BlackRock
has dedicated a significant amount
of resources to improving returns
through innovation in both active
and passive investing. BlackRock
believes with the integration of Fu-

tureAdvisor, their product offering
will be more attractive to the entire
spectrum of investors. The growing number of millennials entering the market has caused the
landscape to shift, and is forcing
institutions to drop traditional investment mechanisms in favor of
fee-centric, personalized services.
Robo-advisors allow for investors
to generate an individualized portfolio by answering a few simple
questions about their investment
goals, income and tax situation.
Without much effort, a portfolio
is then generated and essentially
manages itself, thus cutting fees
substantially. BlackRock intends
to take this concept and apply it
on a much larger scale to service
its increasingly demanding institutional client base.
FutureAdvisor will be added
to the BlackRock Solutions platform, the firm’s risk management
and technology platform. It will
operate as a standalone unit, and
the original founders, Bo Lu and
Jon Xu, will retain their leadership positions. The deal is expected to close in the fourth quarter
of 2015.
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Burger King proposes the McWhopper in the name of peace
BY VICKIE SAVVIDES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In an effort to exemplify the true
meaning of the International Day
of Peace and promote harmony
for burger lovers, the popular fast
food chain Burger King called for
a single-day truce with its longtime
competitor McDonald’s.
Through letter-long advertisements published in The New York
Times and the Chicago Tribune,
Burger King publicized the request
that on Sept. 21, the competitive
chains set aside their differences
and find commonality in a fusion
burger named the “McWhopper.”
Unfortunately, McDonald’s declined the initial proposal.
The International Day of Peace
was first established in 1981 and
was then adopted in 2001 by the
U.N. General Assembly. The current theme, “Partnerships for
Peace-Dignity for All,” aims “to
highlight the importance of all segments of society to work together to
strive for peace,” as per the objective of the United Nations. Influenced by this year’s mission, Burger King reached-out to McDonald’s
seeking cooperation.In honor of
peace, Burger King proclaimed that
all proceeds from the burger sales
would go to benefit the mission of
Peace One Day, the nonprofit organization whose question, “Who will
you make peace with?” inspired the
Burger King proposal.
Featured in the YouTube video
“McWhopper Proposal,” Jeremy
Gilley, founder of Peace One Day,
explains that the Burger King proposal “demonstrates a genuine
commitment to Peace Day and
a more peaceful and sustainable
world” through its message to collaborate with the McDonald’s food
chain and promote societal harmony. The YouTube video has received over 1 million views.

WWW.MCWHOPPER.COM

The McWhopper would be sold in Atlanta, which is roughly equidistant from Burger King and McDonald’s headquarters.
In the “Open Letter from Burger
King to McDonald’s,” published on
the website named after the crosschain concoction, Burger King requested that the chains “end the
beef, with beef” and develop a collaborative burger in honor of the
global day of unity. According to
the site’s video, “The McWhopper
Sandwich Proposal,” the burger is
designed to be comprised of six ingredients found in the McDonald’s
Big Mac: the top bun, all-beef patty,
cheese, lettuce, McDonald’s special
sauce and a middle bun. An equal
number of the elements found in

the Whopper also make-up the McWhopper: tomato, onion, ketchup,
pickles, flame-grilled patty and the
bottom bun.
The McWhopper website, created to publicize the proposal and
explain the wide scope of influence
it would have, lists the various components the proposition entails in
pictures, open-letters and videos.
The website features links to its
YouTube videos under the Burger
King Youtube channel as well as a
link to its Tumblr account and its
trending hashtag, #mcwhopper.
Adhering to the message of

global unity, the fast-food restaurant chain promises that the proposition will project an equal representation of both parties in all its
respects. Burger King aims to create a pop-up restaurant in Atlanta,
Georgia, where the limited-edition
patties will only be sold during
the International Day of Peace.
The chosen location is roughly
neutral, equidistant from Burger
King’s headquarters in Miami and
from the McDonald’s headquarters
in Chicago.
Furthermore, the proposal
outlines the design for the box in

which the McWhopper will be sold,
and staff uniforms. All merchandise and awnings will incorporate a
conjoined logo (a sample of which
has been drafted by Burger King)
that represents the trademarks of
both chains.
Lastly, the price for the burger
is not to be counted in money, but
rather through a peace treaty that
functions as a customer’s tray mat.
Declaring a truce, the tray gives
the customer the opportunity to
pledge that he or she will “settle
the beef” with a person of his or
her choosing.
Through this project, the chain
hopes to “get the world talking” by
preaching the message of peace.
However, the McDonald’s corporation refuted the proposal the
same day.
Although the Burger King chain
made a note to leave ample room
for negotiations between both parties, Steve Easterbrook, the CEO
of McDonald’s, immediately dismissed the proposal, citing on the
McDonald’s Facebook page, “[The
McDonald’s Board of Directors]
love the intention but think our
two brands could do something
bigger to make a difference.” Easterbrook furthered his commentary
with a few lines advising Burger
King, that next time, a simple
phone call would suffice. The rebuttal hinders the possibility of a
McWhopper debut.
Since McDonald’s refute, other
food chains have reached out to
Burger King in hopes of replacing
a McDonald’s collaboration. John
Eucalitto, president of the Wayback burger chain proposed that
he would be “happy to take Burger
King up on its offer to partner”
up. The fast-food chain Denny’s
tweeted three different hybrid suggestions in hopes of collaboration.
Burger King has yet to release a
comment about its Sept. 21plans.

Professor Harold Gee leads workshop on Bloomberg Terminal use
BY STEVEN WEINER
STAFF WRITER

Professor Harold Gee of the
Library Department conducted
the “Bloomberg 1 Introduction
to Equity Research” seminar last
week. Gee gave students an overview on how to use the Bloomberg
Professional service.
This was an important event to
begin the school year for students
majoring in business or finance.
When they have a job, this program
will come in handy to do research
on a company or trade stocks. The
event was held on the Wasserman
Trading Floor on Aug. 28.
The workshop opened up with
a brief description about the software. It is a system provided by a
computer terminal that was created by Bloomberg L.P. Michael
Bloomberg, Thomas Secunda,
Duncan MacMillan and Charles
Zegar founded the company in
1981.
When someone says they know
how to use the Bloomberg Terminal, it means they can navigate through the different sections of the program by using
the mouse and special keyboard.
There are 325,000 subscriptions to
the program.
Before starting to show the different sub-sections of Bloomberg
Professional, Gee took some time
out to show users how to sign into
the service with their given username and password. Each student
was given a mock account. Students who use Bloomberg Professional at Baruch as part of a class
or in their own free time only
have access to two monitors and
market data.
This means they are not allowed to trade. Gee then went on
to explain the use of the keyboard
to make navigating a faster experi-
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Bloomberg Terminal can be used with a normal keyboard, but a specialized keyboard allows for a streamlined experience.
ence. This is especially true when
it comes to using the program
on a professional level because
there are numerous monitors that
show data.
The keyboard is set up like a
U.S. Windows computer. The only
difference is that some of the keys
are different colors. The yellow
keys show market sectors such as
equity shares or corporate debt,
red keys cancel a command, green
keys preform an action or buy orsell stock and blue keys toggle
open windows.
Gee’s tutorial was easy to follow.
He explained in detail what he was
doing and defined stock market

terms throughout the workshop,
so students would understand
data shown through graphs or
abbreviations of words.
To avoid confusion before proceeding to another portion of the
program, he said, “Equity, in a nut
shell, shows how much a share is
trading for.”
By listening to Gee, students
were able to locate the Bloomberg
Intelligence section. This is a news
wire that shows stories by the second as they are released, such as
the change in shareholder’s equity of BMW assets. After students
found the Bloomberg Intelligence
program, Gee then explained that

Bloomberg Professional introduced a help search roughly a year
ago.
This tool makes information
even easier to access. If a search
was performed for Sheryl Sandberg, the chief operating officer of
Facebook, it would show her profile. This would consist of information such as compensation or a
career summary.
Not only is this template available to the public, but also for any
company’s equity. Financial analysis, such as a graph of adjusted
revenue, adjusted gross profit for
the last five years and ratios of
profitability are included on the

template. The template is also updated by the second along with the
company’s own news wire. Using
Facebook as an example, stockholders may be focused on how
much the share is up or for how
much the share is trading. A second
later, their attention may change to
the investment thesis written by JP
Morgan that was just released giving them estimates for gross profit,
income or revenues. They can
seamlessly switch between the two.
The Bloomberg help search is
a perfect example of why it is important for industry workers to
stay up to date with the terminal.
Otherwise it becomes difficult to
grasp. Richard Holowczak, director
of the Subotnick Financial Services
Center at Baruch, sees the software
change every year, which means
workshops have to be updated.
“It is a challenge keeping workshops current along with workshop
evolution,” he said.
The end of the workshop
brought students back to the main
menu. Closer observation showed
the date at the top left hand corner
and underneath that a quote by
someone famous, which changes
every time the page is refreshed.
One such quote was by Josh Billings, a humor writer and lecturer in
the 19th century. It said, “Common
sense is instinct, and enough of it is
genius.”
Gee then stopped using Bloomberg Professional and showcased a
website the Internet called Bloomberg University, which hosts upcoming events like web seminars
and training for specific parts of
Bloomberg Professional.
Some of these events will be
held at Baruch. On that note, the
workshop was concluded in a way
that let students engage in a more
vigorous learning experience down
the road.
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Arts & Style
Former-High School Musical star takes on new demographic
BY MARIA TUMANYAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Though Zac Efron left the spotlight after High School Musical 3,
he has returned to the big screen to
perform for a different crowd. Efron
plays a character named Cole in the
new release We Are Your Friends.
Cole is a struggling, self-proclaimed DJ looking for a way into
the business. The movie is narrated
by Cole, who, throughout the film,
explains the incredible hold music
can have over people, specifically
electronic dance music. He and his
three closest friends, Mason (Jonny
Weston), Ollie (Shiloh Fernandez)
and Squirrel (Alex Shaffer) struggle
in the San Fernando Valley to make
their dreams a reality.
What makes the movie so dynamic is that each friend has his
own goals in life, and each has a
corresponding moral code. Viewers see all of their mindsets shifting
throughout the movie.
Mason is the more reckless
friend, starting fights, doing drugs
and club-hopping. Ollie wants to
become an actor but he slowly digresses from that dream when he
realizes that there is an easier way
to get money—scamming people while holding his position in
real estate.
Squirrel is the person Cole confides in the most. He is level headed
and truly believes and understands
that there is something greater out
there for him and his friends. While
they all seem to be on different
paths in their lives, their friendship
comes together with EDM.
EDM, which bears a negative
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Despite aggressive marketing strategies, We Are Your Friends had one of the worst openings in box oﬃce history.
stigma given some of its effects on
youth, is a very well-known genre
of music in the United States.
One of the issues people have
brought up pertaining to this film
is whether the filmmakers glamorized drug use or showcased the authenticity of what can happen at a
music festival.
Within the first 15 minutes of
the movie, Cole is at a club where
a famous EDM DJ is playing and
leaves to light a cigarette. There,
he notices James Reed, a celebrity
to whom he offers a cigarette, instantly striking up a conversation.
As they speak, Reed offers him
THC, known as the common ingredient in cannabis that induces
a relaxation state as well as an in-

creased appetite. James then takes
Cole to an art gala opening and that
is when Cole realizes that the THC
was laced with PCP, or what many
call “angel dust.” Hallucinogenic
drugs were introduced within 30
minutes. All of the people in the
film morph into colors, reflecting the effects of Cole tripping on
the drugs.
The movie portrayed the use of
drugs as a way to become one with
the crowd and music. This idea of
drug use bringing people together
comes up again at Summerfest,
the world’s largest music festival.
Reed’s girlfriend, Sophie, sneaks
away to find Cole and puts a tablet
in his mouth.
They begin dancing together,

passionately kissing and soon
enough, they break away from the
crowd and explore Las Vegas. This
montage of memories of 20-yearolds exploring landmarks and falling in love has been repeatedly
portrayed in movies.
While the use of drugs and alcohol was glamorized in some
parts of the film, there were parts
that brought light to the broader
issues. In the Summerfest scene,
Cole and his friends snuck in bundles of drugs. When the security
guard was checking to see if they
were clean, the detector went off
and Squirrel pulled out his phone.
Assuming that the phone was the
cause of the alarm, the guard let
him pass through. This implies

that it is easy for people to sneak
drugs into festivals and speaks
to how security measures should
be implemented to avoid problems like drug overdose in such
drug-fueled environments.
The film also depicted an overdose scene followed by a funeral.
After that horrific incident, the
friends that remained changed.
There is always a turning point in
films when something traumatic
happens that causes the characters
to shift or change, whether it is for
better or worse.
Although the negative aspects
of the genre and subculture were
explored, the beautiful parts of
EDM were also shown in the film.
The movie offered viewers explanations as to how a track is created
and what makes a track good. In
the end, Cole was able to unplug
and listen to the sounds around
him and use it for a beat to create
a track that was so individualized
that it was unrecognizable.
He used the sound of wind
chimes, keyboards, his friend’s
voice and his own inner turmoil
as he deals with the passing of his
friend. Cole used his past experiences to create a sound no one has
heard before, allowing his audience to connect to him. It is hard
to separate the use of drugs from
EDM, but they do not have to be a
package deal.
The use of hallucinogenic drugs
is not necessary to enjoy the company of others, nor the incredible music that beats through the
speakers. The drugs are not what
bring the crowd together. It is the
music that makes the crowd dance.

The Weeknd pushes limits of R&B with Beauty Behind the Madness
BY AMANI JAMES
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

With an aggressively electronic intro, Abel Tesfaye’s voice has
an incomparable style that has
changed the definition of rhythm
and blues. As the world contemplates his place in music, Tesfaye,
known professionally as The Weeknd, uses his soothing voice to discuss the dark side of the world most
tend to avoid.
“Real Life” combines the synthesizing sound of a soundboard
and a full orchestra to tell a story
of unfortunate love that is familiar to most. His ability to love, or
lack thereof, is clear as he opens
the song discussing his absence
of heart. Unlike many of his drugfilled lyrics, “Real Life” gives listeners more of a look into his thoughts
on a subject that is often overly discussed in our society.
Beauty Behind the Madness
serves as a catalogue of a man’s
mental struggle with his female
counterpart. His opinion of women
seems one-dimensional as he compares them to toys, often taunting
them with his sexual experiences.
In songs, like “Often,” he glorifies
his first encounters with women,
as they seem too eager to sexually
please him. “Often” is the word he
uses to explain his sexual experiences as well as drug use.
The members of his posse are
also seen as beneficiaries of the
sexual favors, as they seem to always be there for these encounters. However, this eagerness does
not mean he is turned off. On the
contrary, he talks about taking advantage of the women by letting his
friends have their way.
Starting out with a classic 1990s
beat, one is reminded of the hiphop roots of The Weeknd. His harsh
lyrics and smooth voice make it difficult for one to stay aware of the re-

alness between the lines. Serving as
a boastful track, “Tell Your Friends”
is a glorification of this lifestyle.
The Weeknd is seen as one of hiphop and R&B’s biggest artists. “And
everybody around is so basic, I’m
never rocking white I’m like a racist / Cruise through the west-end
in my new Benz / I’m just tryna live
life through a new lens.“ He also
talks about the dark side of what his
life was before music. Lamar, who
has been a friend of The Weeknd
since the beginning, serves as a
permanent fixture within his life
and throughout the album.
As he reminisces about a moment when Lamar robbed someone for their Jordans just so they
could give girls cocaine to “numb
their faces,” he also reminds listeners of the effects it has on his family. “My cousin said I made it big
and it’s unusual / She tried to take
a selfie at my grandma’s funeral,”
he sings, with such a disconnected
calmness that it is hard to believe
the memory is true. This very calmness, which is reminiscent of oldschool R&B, is what makes The
Weeknd so intriguing.
His struggle to deal with love is
expressed more in Beauty Behind
the Madness than his last two albums, Trilogy and Kiss Land. Beauty Behind the Madness serves as a
catalogue of an unhealthy love and
lust. Unlike Trilogy, he expressed
his own struggle with the fourletter word, reflecting the internal conflict most of us experience
within relationships.
In “Prisoner,” he places himself
at the mercy of his lover. His addiction, to both love and the drugs he
glorifies in his lyrics, will always be
a part of him. “You bring good to
my lonely life, honestly / It’s hard
for me to look into your eyes when
I say I will be noting without your
love,” he sings, as the song opens
up with a melancholy humming.

With the bass of a hip-hop track,
“Prisoner” stands as a love story
for the obsessive. Lana Del Rey
provides the sensual softness of a
woman with her distinctive purr,
giving the track a haunting hum
with her outro.
Her own verse serves a parallel to The Weeknd’s, making Hollywood the subject of discussion.
Her clear obsession with the fantasy world everyone hopes to experience gives listeners another
look into the celebrity lifestyle. “I
do know / I get so wrapped up in a
world where nothing is as it seems
/ and real life is stranger than my
dreams,” she croons.
Often compared to a Michael
Jackson song, “Losers” starts with
The Weeknd’s voice talking through
the speakers. With the piano play-

ing over his signature distant
screams in the background, he sets
the tone for the rest of the album,
discussing his thoughts on sins and
someone’s ability to prove to him
that they are qualified. As a high
school dropout and a self-taught
artist, his belief on education is
that it is for the losers. Through the
lyrics, he makes it clear that he believes that he has already formed
opinions on the world through his
own experiences that cannot be
challenged by others.
Contrary to his first album, Trilogy—which gave listeners into a
sick and twisted world of users,
rebels and misfits—”Angel” serves
as the encouraging track of Beauty
Behind the Madness. As he talks to
his angel, he explains to her that he
knows that they may not be meant

to be together but he hopes “she
finds somebody to love.” With such
clarity, he understands that she
will not take him back. His hyperawareness of his emotional desensitizing is haunting.
Much like his label mate, Drake,
he is not afraid to share his experiences and issues. This transparency
creates an intimacy within his music that can be difficult to find.
An unnamed female provides
assistance on the chorus, mirroring his lyricsm and thus resulting
in the unified sound of two people
struggling to find their place in
the world. A choir soon joins their
voices. Creating an anthem for the
masses, The Weeknd gives his listeners hope to finally find that one
person. One hopes that he, too,
finds somebody to love.
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Canadian R&B artist The Weeknd uses his distinctive voice and aggressive lyrics to challenge the musical norms of today.
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Legendary rock group AC/DC impresses crowds at MetLife
BY LUIS LUCERO
STAFF WRITER

The legendary Australian heavy
metal group AC/DC has finally returned to North America to embark
on a brief stadium tour of the United States and Canada. This is their
first since the lengthy Black Ice
World Tour, which ended five years
ago. The second night would have
the band coming to the tri-state
area with a sold-out performance
at MetLife Stadium.
The band most recently put
out their 15th studio album, Rock
or Bust, last December to rave reviews and Top 5 album chart debuts around the world. In addition
to their usual repertoire of greatest
hits, three tracks from the album
were added to the set list. The album’s two leading singles, which
include the title track and “Play
Ball,” and “Baptism By Fire.”
A quick glance at the set list will
show that it is practically recycled
from their previous world tour.
The most obvious difference being that most of the Black Ice tracks
were jettisoned to make room for
the new tracks. All the classic hits
like “Highway to Hell,” “Thunderstruck” and half of Back in Black are
all here and accounted for. While it
is always great for any artist to perform crowd-pleasing hits, this time
around it seems like AC/DC tried
to play it safe. The tour also doubles
as the band’s belated 40th anniversary celebration. This could have
been an opportune moment to dig
into the band’s back catalog and
perform songs that either have not
been played live for years, or have
never been played at all. Missed
opportunity aside, the set list was
still met with rapturous approval
from the audience.
The presentation of the concert
was everything that fans have come
to expect from the band. With all

the stadiums that they have been
filling up, AC/DC has put on a
show that is just as massive as the
venues themselves. All the familiar and over-the-top set pieces like
the giant church bells, cannons
and an inflatable fat woman adds
a sort of Spinal Tap-esque charm
and humor to the band and their
live show.
Compared to what they would
have been able to get away with in
an indoor arena, pyrotechnics were
a plenty throughout the show, as a
brief fireworks display at both the
opening and closing of the concert.
Even with all this spectacle, the
sound system that AC/DC used left
something to be desired. For the
first few songs, the only sounds to
really stick out were the lead guitar
and drums. The bass and rhythm
guitar were practically buried in the
mix, as the vocals were almost nonexistent. While it was fixed quickly,
it was still strange and admittedly a
bit funny to see the audience help
the band out with the lyrics.
The live lineup of AC/DC has
undergone significant changes
since the last tour, namely in the
rhythm section. For the very first
time since the band made their
live debut in 1973, rhythm guitarist, backing vocalist and founding
member Malcolm Young, brother
of lead guitarist Angus Young, did
not perform with the band after
permanently leaving last year due
to a bout of dementia. Reprising his
duties from the Rock or Bust sessions, Malcolm was replaced by his
and Angus’ nephew, Stevie.
While it is admittedly a strange
sight not to see Malcolm on stage
after all the years the band has
played, Stevie proves to be up to the
task. What he lacks in his harmony
vocals, he more than makes up for
in his rhythm guitar fills.
After multiple skirmishes with
the law since last year, longtime
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AC/DC’s sixth studio album, Back in Black, is the bestselling rock album of all time and the second-bestselling album overall.
drummer Phil Rudd was fired
from the band shortly before the
tour and was replaced by the very
same drummer that he uprooted
when he returned to the band in
1994, Chris Slade. Having previously played with the band on The
Razor’s Edge and the world tour in
the early 1990s, Slade was able to
naturally play all of Rudd’s original
drum parts to a tee, as well as the
fills from the songs written after
Slade’s initial tenure.
Even with the new members,
the remaining long runners are
still playing strong on stage. Bassist Cliff Williams is still as tight as
ever when it comes to keeping the
rhythm going, and with the return
of Slade, the rhythm section has
arguably become even better than
before. Now celebrating his 35th
anniversary of joining AC/DC, lead
singer Brian Johnson is as every bit

as ferocious and energetic behind
the microphone. Aside from obviously doing his own band material
justice, Johnson also proves to be
a natural fit for singing the songs
written with the band’s original
lead vocalist, the late Bon Scott.
The member that stands out the
most is Angus. While he may not be
a conventional guitar god along the
lines of Eric Clapton, Jimi Hendrix
or Jimmy Page, Angus has shown to
be one of the few guitarists in rock
to also serve as the band’s frontman, a role usually reserved for a
singer like Scott or Johnson. For
the finale, he finally gets to break
loose with endless soloing with a
20-minute rendition of “Let There
Be Rock.”
Even after the rest of the band
has stopped playing, Angus just
keeps on going without missing
a beat. Frantically strumming his

trademark Gibson SG guitar while
running across the stage, it is hard
to imagine any other band, modern
or classic, finishing off their concerts in such an explosive fashion
in this day and age.
Though their latest North
American tour is going to be brief,
AC/DC’s return to the live stage is
an event that’s guaranteed to become the hottest concert ticket
for the rest of the summer. While
they might have played it safe
with their set list, hearing the
hits that made AC/DC into international megastars is always an
amazing experience.
The band is rumored to return to
North America next year for a leg of
indoor arena concerts in the cities
they skipped for the tour. Here is to
more performances, both from the
studio and stage, from the mighty
AC/DC.

Petzhold’s Phoenix (2014) is celebrated with Manhattan rescreening
BY ROBERT CAMBRIA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

What does it mean to come back
alive from a death camp? What
does it mean to rise from the dead
like the fabled phoenix rising from
its ashes? That is the theme Christian Petzhold explores in his 2014
film Phoenix, released a year before the 70th anniversary of Auschwitz-Birkenau, one of the many
death camps that dotted the map of
German-occupied territory during
World War II. Now showing at the
IFC Center theater, Phoenix shows
a look back into one of the most impactful genocides of all time.
In the film, protagonist Nelly
Lenz (Nina Hoss) returns to Germany for facial reconstructive surgery after a horrible disfigurement
during her imprisonment; she
was arrested in October 1944 and
sent to Auschwitz. Accompanied
by her friend Lene Winter (Nina
Kuzendorf ), she is encouraged by
her steadfast friend who works for
a repatriation organization to immigrate to Palestine after settling
money owed to her by Germany.
Nelly is on a mission to find her
husband Johnny (Ronald Zehrfeld),
a pianist who remained in Berlin.
He is working in a nightclub ironically called the Phoenix. Therefore,
Petzhold’s conceit includes the rebirth of a love between man and
wife that arrest and imprisonment
tore asunder.
Once a man of class, he becomes a brute who abuses women for rough sex and steals their
money, and takes back his German
name Johannes. When she calls
his name, he does not recognize
Nelly, wearing a hat with a netted
veil covering two black eyes from
her surgery.
Yet, he sees a something in
her restored features that vaguely
reminds him of his wife whom

he firmly believes has perished
in Auschwitz.
He has a plan; he molds a willing Nelly, down to her Parisianmade shoes, red dress, dyed hair
and sensuous painted red lips, into
the image of his wife. He puts her
through the paces so that she can
pass as his wife who holds the key
to the $20,000 that he cannot claim
until she has returned from the
death camp.
And here again Petzhold reintroduces the Phoenix theme; Johannes gives life to his newly created “Nelly” by raising her from the
ashes of his dead wife in the ovens
of Birkenau. It is interesting to note
that Johnny does not make a move
to seduce his “Nelly.” He never uses
the familiar you form “Du.” He al-

Once a man of class, he
becomes a brute who abuses
women for rough sex and
steals their money, and
takes back his German name
Johannes. When she calls his
name, he does not recognize
Nelly, wearing a hat with a
netted veil covering two black
eyes from her surgery.
Yet, he sees a something in
her restored features that
vaguely reminds him of his
wife whom he ﬁrmly believes
has perished in Auschwitz.

ways uses the formal pronoun “Sie”
in his exchanges with her. And in
language, anyone with the merest
knowledge of German opens a wider window on Johnny’s character as
a clever finagler, who has staked
his energies on cashing in on his
wife’s fortune.
Meanwhile, Lene tries to reason with Nelly to come away with
her to Tel Aviv or Haifa, a land for
the Jews. For her, Germany is no
longer good for the Jews who embraced German culture completely
contributing everything to build
Germany and in the end found “reward” in the gas chambers.
Yet, Nelly demurs, as she explains that her guiding idea that
kept her alive was to be reunited with her husband. Lene de-

spairs and commits suicide but
not without leaving a letter for
Nelly, explaining that it is Johnny
who denounced her to the Nazis and not only that, but a day
after her arrest filed in the Reich
Ministry for a divorce that was
immediately granted.
Nelly, after meeting friends
with Johnny who has staged the
whole show, sings her signature
song, “Speak Low,” a Kurt Weill
song from One Touch of Venus. As
she slowly begins singing, her long,
silent voice becomes stronger and
more emotional as Johnny is at the
piano wearing a self-satisfied smile
on his lips.
As Nelly raises her arm, her
sleeve rides up exposing her tattoo.
At that critical moment, the cam-

era freezes in its frame on Johnny,
in utter disbelief that his wife had
truly survived the hell that was
Auschwitz. And so as the screen
darkens, Nelly has truly arisen
as a phoenix, as she walks out of
the restaurant, leaving a husband
who betrayed her and friends of
another time. Pretzhold uses his
camera well.
It focuses on the face of Nelly
and Johnny, implicit in his direction is his choice and arrangement
of detail to recall the symbol of the
phoenix that under many guises
emerges again and again in the total atmosphere he has created. For
even the terrible truth of betrayal
cannot destroy Nelly, who has
walked out a new woman from a
sorrowful past.

WWW.SFEXAMINER.COM

Ross and Zehrfeld face oﬀ in a movie meant to challenge audiences with images of post-war love and loyalty.
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Science & Technology
Depressed teenagers prone to problematic mobile phone use
BY SIBELY ANAN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

A study published in Computers in Human Behavior found that
those who turn to their smartphones for relief from depression
can develop a problematic mobile
phone addiction.
While smartphones have offered a safe haven for both social
butterflies and people with asocial
tendencies, meaningful, face-toface interactions have been phased
out with the various communication platforms that smartphones
offer. The mobile phone was created to connect people and it has
done so in ways that are far-reaching and difficult to gauge.
Over-dependence on smartphones has become problematic as mobile interaction replaces
face-to-face interaction and lives
revolve around these little devices
that are life-consuming without intending to be.
The study was conducted by
international researchers—including the dean of Michigan State University’s College of Communication
Arts and Sciences—and wanted to
study the way problematic phone
usage affected depression. The researchers found that those suffering from depression might rely on
mobile phones for communication to alleviate their depression,
which may lead to problematic
phone usage.
The over-dependence on mobile phones can be attributed to the
various functions that the device
serves, ranging from basic calls to
games and access to the Internet.

However, this constant utilization
of the convenience of having a
phone in one’s pocket leads to dysfunctional habits.
For example, a study conducted
in 2012 by the Helsinki Institute for
Information Technology examined
the way in which smartphones
cause people to develop a checking
habit, in which they will constantly
check back on information available on their devices even if there is
nothing significant to find. But users do not stop at simply checking,
as this simple action causes them
to become more involved in their
phones and can lead to problematic usage and over-dependence.
Because the mobile phone offers quick rewards in terms of seeking distraction as well as enabling
ease of communication, scientists
wonder whether this temporary
escape from reality offers relief to
those suffering from depression.
Even though people know that this
is only a temporary relief, they will
still turn to their phones.
However, what scientists found
was quite the opposite. Depression
turns out to be a key in enabling
problematic phone usage, while
the usage of the mobile phone itself
does not serve to alleviate negative
thoughts caused by depression.
The study was conducted in
the form of an online questionnaire released to a sample of I8- to
65-year-old Internet users in the
United States, a little more than
half of which were male. They were
asked to rate the intensity of their
depression in the past week, after
which the questionnaire asked a
series of questions which tried to
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Depressed teens tend to turn to their smartphones for relief, often resulting in mobile phone addiction.
understand their mobile phone
habits as well as their face-to-face
communication.
The first part of the survey asked
participants to rate their motivations for mobile phone use. They
were given options such as “I need
something to do,” or “It makes me
feel less lonely.” The second part
asked them about the amount of
time that they spend on face-toface communication. The third
asked about the way they communicated through their mobile
phones and how much time they
spend doing so, dividing the categories into social media use, text
messages and email.
Upon analysis of these surveys,
the researchers were able to study

the way that people were affected
by their means of communication.
Those who engage in face-to-face
communication are less likely to
deteriorate into problematic mobile phone usage, despite using
their phones regularly. However,
those who rely on their mobile
phones to alleviate their distress
are more likely to spiral downward
and be more negatively affected
because of a developing addiction
to their mobile phones.
Mobile phones can never replace actual human interaction in
spite of their best attempts, mainly
because despite having distractions in the real world, there is no
replacement for the sort of focus
that a face-to-face conversation

requires. The study points out that
this translates into better emotional and social support, factors that a
mobile phone cannot fully offer.
Though the study offers interesting results, the data is cross-sectional and not causal.
The study hypothesized that
depression leads to problematic
mobile phone use. However, past
research has made different claims.
The study called this “reverse causality,” in which the over-usage
of mobile phones led to depression and loneliness. Other investigations show a circular causality between the two, which means
no conclusion has been reached
and evidence should be treated
with caution.

Young adults believe e-cigarettes are relatively safer than cigarettes
BY JOSEPH ESPOSITO AND MARIA
MARKOWICZ
BUSINESS EDITOR AND SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
EDITOR

According to a report by researchers at Rutgers School of
Public Health, a large percentage
of young adults believe that alternative tobacco products, such as
hookah and electronic cigarettes,
are a healthy alternative to traditional cigarettes. The report was
published in Health Education &
Behavior, a journal from the Society
of Public Health Education.
The study, lead by Olivia Wackowski, Ph.D., and Cristine Delnevo,
Ph.D., examines data collected
from the 2011 National Young Adult
Health Survey. The 2,871 respondents, ages 18 to 34, completed
the survey via cellphone. Respondents were a mix of both smokers and non-smokers. Researchers examined the data to determine common perceptions about
the relative hazard of alternative
tobacco products.
According to statistics provided
by the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, one in five
adults and teenagers smoke cigarettes. Smoking can have a major
impact on the smoker’s general
health, especially the respiratory
system, with nine out of 10 cases of
lung cancer associated with smoking. Smoking cigarettes and cigars
was also tied to cancer, diabetes
and fertility problems in males.
But smokers are not the only
ones harmed by their actions—
the same statistics showed that
over 33,000 nonsmokers in the
United States die from coronary
heart disease annually. Additional
3,000 non-smokers die because of
lung cancer. In children exposed to
secondhand smoke, ear infections,
asthma, respiratory issues and infections are more common.
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According to research, 57.8 percent of respondents believed that e-cigarettes were safer than regular cigarettes.
The research showed that 57.8
percent of the respondents believed that e-cigarettes were less
dangerous than normal cigarettes.
Another 11.4 percent responded
that they were unsure of the relative
danger of e-cigarettes.Currently,
there are over 250 brands producing e-cigarettes. The devices consist
of a cartridge, a hearing device and
a power supply.
The main issue with e-cigarettes
is that they are currently unregulated by the FDA and have not been
on the market long enough to prove
any long-term health issues related
to their use. Though e-cigarettes
do not have tobacco, many of the
harmful chemicals found in normal
cigarettes are also found in e-cigarettes. Nicotine has harmful effects
on the body and has been found to
weaken bone strength, not to mention it is addictive.
“Another worry is the refillable
cartridges used by some e-ciga-

rettes. Users may expose themselves to potentially toxic levels of
nicotine when refilling them,” the
National Institute on Drug Abuse
warns on its website.
A report on e-cigarettes done by
the Food and Drug Administration
in 2009 found that they “contained
detectable levels of known carcinogens and toxic chemicals to which
users could potentially be exposed.”
The FDA tested products that were
labeled as tobacco-free but still
contained tobacco specific chemicals, such as diethylene glycol, a
toxic chemical found in anti-freeze.
Reports such as this show that the
belief that e-cigarettes are a safe alternative may be unfounded.
The main problem with e-cigarettes lies in the fact that scientists
are yet to discover the true health
risks associated with their use. Until side effects are found, there is no
way of battling the stereotype that
e-cigarettes are healthier than regu-

lar cigarettes.
There is also the risk of the lithium-ion battery exploding during
inhalation. This may happen when
users do not follow charging instructions carefully, or if they use an
e-cigarette for a prolonged period
of time.
According to data from NYAHS,
more responders in the age range of
18 to 24 believed e-cigarettes were
relatively safe than those responders aged 25 to 34. While 62.1 percent
of the former believed e-cigarettes
were a safe alternative, only 54.6
percent of the latter group believed
they were a safe alternative.
But the increased popularity
of e-cigarettes, combined with the
presumed harmlessness, leads to
some owners of e-cigarettes using the devices in public. In one
instance, a person asked if they
were allowed to “vape” inside
Starbucks. This particular example raises an important issue that

comes with smoking e-cigarettes: is
it appropriate for people to smoke
them if public, even if they are
deemed harmless?
The study also examined perceptions about the relative hazard
of hookah. Again, a larger portion
of respondents in the lower part
of the age range believed hookah
products presented a lower relative
danger compared to respondents in
the upper portion. 32.7 percent of
18- to 24-year-olds believed hookah
to be less hazardous than cigarettes,
while only 18.5 percent of 25- to
34-year-olds believed hookah to be
less hazardous.
Hookah was perceived to be the
poorest alternative to cigarettes,
with an average of only 30 percent
of all respondents believing hookah
to be less hazardous than cigarettes.
Nonetheless, certain sources
believe that hookah can be just as
harmful as cigarette smoke. According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, hookah
smokers may absorb even more of
the toxic substances found in cigarettes, including nicotine.
“The charcoal used to heat the
tobacco can raise health risks by
producing high levels of carbon
monoxide, metals, and cancercausing chemicals,” the CDC
also reported.
Hookah smokers are also prone
to oral cancer, lung cancer, stomach cancer, cancer of the esophagus, reduced lung function and
decreased fertility. In the end, it
is hard to claim that one type of
smoking is healthier than another.
Though the risks associated with
smoking regular cigarettes have
been known for years, hookah
comes with similar risks. E-cigarettes, though they still need further research in order to establish
the full long term health effects, are
most likely detrimental to a smoker’s health.
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Customized PC enhances experience
BY GABRIEL MARRERO AND MARIA
MARKOWICZ
OPINIONS EDITOR AND SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
EDITOR

The benefits of owning a custombuilt PC are endless, from higher
quality to better performance, all
while saving money. Though the
idea of putting together a computer
may sound scary to some, in reality,
the process is as simple as putting
together a puzzle.
The first thing one must consider is picking the right parts.
The Internet is full of websites like
pcpartpicker.com, which collects
information about parts available
online and uses the available information to indicate compatibility
with other parts. This site has three
main perks: a compatibility check,
a generated list of prices that the
parts can be purchased for from
the most trusted vendors and once
a part list is created, a special link
that will appear so that the user
can share his or her build.
There are several things to keep
in mind when it comes to picking
the right parts.
The central processing unit is responsible for carrying out instructions. The two most popular brands
are Intel and AMD. AMD processors are generally cheaper than
their Intel counterparts and are ideal for those who are trying to build
on a budget. While the difference
between the two brands is minimal, Intel builds tend to run faster
and have greater compatibility with
other pieces of hardware, especially
when it comes to motherboards. If
one chooses to use an Intel processor, a newer version of i5 will suffice
for moderate use, while an i7 is recommended for gamers.
A motherboard allows for communication between all of the
parts. In this case, getting an Asus
Z97 motherboard would be rec-

ommended for moderate-to-advanced use. However, compatibility and space are important to remember when choosing a motherboard. This means that there must
be space for your chosen CPU,
RAM, graphics processing unit and
cables. Intel and AMD are compatible with separate motherboards
and one will not work on the other.
A graphics card, especially
when playing video games, is
what will give the computer an
edge over lower-end computers
and consoles. Graphics cards are
used to process video data to the
monitor and are vital for doing
any gaming or heavy studio work.
Like most other parts, the choice in
graphics cards will depend on the
computer’s purpose. If choosing to
do some gaming, do not skimp on
the price. Otherwise, something
lower-end should do the trick.
RAM is responsible for storing
memory for all the processes that
are currently being carried out,
such as using a browser or listening to music. More advanced software, like video games or Photoshop, will require more memory.
At least eight GB of RAM is an ideal
minimum, however upgrading
RAM is relatively inexpensive and
often times worth doing.
Hard drives have become much
cheaper than they once were. A
single-terabyte internal hard drive
from Seagate can run up to a mere
$60. If the case has enough space,
buying more hard drives for more
space is also a possibility. When
picking a hard drive, it is vital to
check the space of the product as
well as its speed at which the hard
drive can perform.
The rest of the parts are often up
to buyer discretion. When choosing a case, space is king. More fans
will help keep the temperature of
your computer down and lower
the risk of damage, and a qual-

ity power supply will ensure maximum efficiency. And remember,
the bigger the better.
The best part about building a
computer is that it generally does
not involve the use of any tools.
Putting the parts together is as
simple as snapping them into the
case and connecting each part to
the power supply and the motherboard. The key here is to stay
grounded, which can easily be
accomplished by buying an antistatic wrist band.
But why would anyone bother
going through the convoluted and
ham-fisted process that is building
a PC? It certainly is possible to buy
a pre-built computer and save the
hassle that comes with constructing it. Desktops are not as popular
as they once were. If one does not
consider themselves a gaming enthusiast, or the only planned use
for the computer is to use it exclusively for Facebook browsing and
Microsoft Word, then a pre-built
computer or laptop would certainly be a better investment. However,
if one is serious about getting the
most out of their gaming experience, meaning one wants faster
performance, access to a vast library of games and even sharper,
increased graphics, then it is worth
to give the world of PC building
a shot.
Although buying a gaming
laptop or PC is technically an option, a custom-built PC can save
money in the long run. By mixing
and matching what parts should
go into a PC, the owner can save a
bit of cash and even upgrade those
parts in the future, something
much more difficult to do with a
pre-built computer from most of
the tech giants. While building a
computer may seem like a daunting task, it is very much like adult
LEGOs. It can be a satisfying, useful and enjoyable experience.

Picking a lens that will serve its purpose
BY CALVIN RONG
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Picking a lens is just as difficult as choosing a starting camera. There are two types of lenses:
prime and zoom. Prime lenses
have a fixed focal length, which
means that they cannot extend
their width. Zoom lenses, as the
name suggests, can change their
focal length. These two differences
make the zoom lens more versatile
than a prime lens but, like most
things in photography, this benefit
comes with a trade-off. In general,
prime lenses have a sharper image
quality when compared to zoom
lenses and they have the added
benefit of lower f-stops for the cost.
There is not a lot of progression
when it comes to buying a lens. Unlike camera bodies that improve on
their previous models, lenses are a
single long-time purchase. For example, there is no need for another
lens if buying a wide-angle lens,
though one can always buy a wider
lens if the cost is not an issue.
Before buying a lens, consider
the fact that some of the basic
cameras come with a kit lens. Usually, the kit lens is around 18-55
mm f/3.5-5.6. The dimensions may
change depending on brand but
the concept is still the same, in that
the lens will have a very diverse focal length but will suffer in terms
of f-stop value. While the kit lens
can serve a beginner photographer well, the limited focal length
can limit the types of photography
that can be produced. The f/3.5-5.6
will make low-light photography
difficult, if not impossible. This is
the time when considering other
lenses would be a good idea.
Consider the budget and the
possible subject of photography.
For landscapes, wider-angle lenses
can greatly improve the results.
The kit lens can take amazing pic-
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There are two types of lenses: prime lenses and zoom lenses.
tures, as the low f-stop is not an issue when shutter speed can be reduced to 30 seconds. But shooting
landscapes at slow shutter speed
will require a tripod or a solid rock.
If one desires to shoot event
photography or just wants to have
more versatility, picking up a 24100 mm f/4 for around $1,000 will
come in handy. Although the cost
is steep, a reliable zoom lens is all
that a photographer will need.
The best bang-for-the-buck
lens in existence for both Canon
and Nikon is a 50 mm f/1.8. This
lens is extremely sharp, has a
great f-stop value and is extremely
cheap. But most importantly, it
serves its purpose well. Lenses are
extremely expensive and buying a
reliable prime lens, like the aforementioned one, can help in creating a good lens collection without
breaking the bank.
A lens hood comes with the
purchase of every lens. Their main
use is to limit the amount of light
hitting the lens. This can eliminate
glare and result in photographs
that have richer colors and deeper
saturation. When not in use, the

lens hood can be affixed to the lens
backwards. The lens hood can also
help protect the lens, though not as
well as a filter would.
There are several novelty lenses
that can be fun to try out and play
with. For example, an 8 mm f/3.5
fish-eye lens can create an interesting blow out effect in photographs,
while a tilt shift lens can make the
subjects of a photograph look like
miniatures. A cheap lensbaby tilt
shift can cost $90 and is a good way
to test out a new style.
When buying a lens, it is also
a good idea to buy filters. Ultraviolet filters are an amazing investment that will help protect a lens.
A UV filter costs between $20 and
$50, and can act as another layer
of glass to protect the lens from
scratches. The UV filter also eliminates UV haze in photographs.
Lastly, consider buying a cleaner kit along with the lens. The kit
comes with a microfiber cloth,
cleaning solution, a lens pen and
a bulb syringe. This kit will only
cost up to $10 and it can greatly
increase the lifetime of both the
camera body and lens.
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Men’s soccer dominates the field in convincing season opener
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
For three years straight, Baruch
has imposed its will upon CUNYAC
opponents in the postseason. In
a surprising CUNYAC preseason
coach’s poll published on Aug. 25,
Baruch was not picked as the favorite to win this season’s tournament. The Bearcats received the
No. 2seed, and the top spot was
given to CSI. “We felt like we were
sold short,” said Justin Starrantino,
one of Baruch’s team captains. “We
have a majority of a championship
team returning, and they ranked us
second to a team we knocked out.”
Although CSI defeated the
Bearcats during the 2014 regular
season matchup, Baruch players
grinded out the victory when it
mattered most—in the championships.
“We feel like we are not getting
the respect we deserve as threetime champs,” said team manager
Roni Hahitti. “But we also know
that championships are not won
on paper, and we are looking forward to proving them wrong.” In
the eyes of the Bearcats, it is clear
that opposing CUNY coaches failed
to value the heart and tenacity of
the Bearcats. Their decision will
be put to the test on Sep. 19, as Baruch takes on CSI at the Met Oval in
Maspeth, New York.
Baruch opened their 2015 season on the road at Randall’s Island
last Wednesday, Sept. 2 with a dominant 2-0 victory over Farmingdale
State College. Myles Bent, a senior
midfielder, scored the first goal for
the Bearcats after being awarded a
penalty kick in the 19th minute. In
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Senior captain McConnell warms up before the Bearcats 2015 season opener against Farmingdale State College.
the 36th minute, Oshae Miller, a
transfer student in his first year at
Baruch, found the back of the net
to double Baruch’s lead, but the
Farmingdale State Rams did not
roll over. It took a spectacular effort
from Bearcats goalkeeper Xavier
Carrillo to keep all eight shots out
of the net.
Baruch will be relying on a
strong showing this season from
Carrillo, as he will be filling the
cleats and gloves of captain Helder Correia. Correia was the winning goalkeeper in the last three
championships and also a huge
reason why both the 2012 and 2013
Baruch teams were undefeated
in league play. Correia is not the

only graduated player that will be
missed this season. Kevin Romero,
a 2013 and 2014 CUNYAC firstteam all star, and Armando Aguilar,
a 2014 CUNYAC All-Sportsmanship
team member, were both offensive
weapons for Baruch who will be
missed.
Danny Goldberg, 2014 CUNYAC
championship tournament MVP
and midfielder, will be a big missing piece to the Baruch puzzle as
well. His five assists in the championship tournament last season,
three coming in the quarterfinal
match, was one of the all time great
CUNYAC performances.
But Bearcat fans need not worry.
Starrantino, a star defender, will be

Bearcats remain winless after 0-2 start
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
In the season opener, the Ospreys opened the match with a 12-5
lead. Baruch scored its first points
on two error plays by the Ospreys’
offense and did not record a kill
until Symone Green laid one down
on a play assisted by Crystle Dela
Cruz. Green finished the night
with a team-high eight kills and
Dela Cruz added 22 assists. Macy
Schwartz, the reigning New Jersey
Athletic Conference Player of the
Year, led the Ospreys with a gamehigh 13 kills in pursuit of the team’s
victory. The Bearcats did not have
an answer for the senior middle
hitter, who also finished with a .661
hitting percentage.
Looking to redeem themselves
in the next set, the Bearcats kept
the scoring close to start the second by playing better on both sides
of the ball. The offense improved
their hitting percentage to .160 and
delivered a total of eight kills. The
defense limited the Ospreys to a
.333 hitting percentage and caused
four errors. Despite a good start,
the Bearcats were unable to stop
the Ospreys as the match went on,
giving up another set. In the third
set, Baruch scored three late, consecutive points to close the gap to
three points as they trailed 20-17.
Unfortunately, that was as close
as the Bearcats got before being
blown out in the final plays.
With less than 24 hours to recover, the Bearcats prepared for
their next game against the Eagles.
Faced with the pressure of winning their first game, the Bearcats
needed to show-up and be demanding. The team shifted into
high gear on defense and held the
Eagles to a .194 hitting percentage
in the game. Baruch had a narrow
advantage in kills, 55-51, as well as
in aces, 8-6.
It was ultimately the 32 errors
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Fourth-year player, Dela Cruz got back to work for the Bearcats in their ﬁrst two
games of the season, recording a total of 66 assists and 15 digs in the stretch.
that brought the team down. Sydney Parks and Akilah Meulens
notched 10 kills apiece, and McKenzie Davidson added 14 more.
Amy Sung had an impressive
showing as well, having one of the
best games in her career with 25
digs and three aces.
With the score locked at 10-10
in the fifth set, the Eagles gained
two points after an attack error
by Meulens and a bad set by Dela
Cruz. Green added another kill
before the Eagles called a timeout
and the score was 12-11 in favor of
the Eagles. The Eagles came out of
the timeout ready to close out the
game and added two more kills for

two more points. Baruch called a
timeout after the two plays, but
it was already too late. Davidson added the last point for the
Bearcats in the losing effort, and
the Eagles’ middle hitter, Heather
Ferchland, sealed the deal with a
kill.
It has been a rough start for the
Baruch women’s volleyball team
this season, but the team cannot
let their early losses get to them
and tarnish all of their hard work
from the offseason. With plenty of
matches ahead for the Bearcats, it
is important for the team to bounce
back after each loss and continue
to stay focused after each victory.

returning for his final season along
with captain Charles McConnell.
McConnell scored the first goal in
his Baruch career in the finals of
last season’s tournament to beat
Brooklyn. There are also five new
freshman players ready to make
their mark on the league.
“We knew we had some good
pieces coming in. In pre-season,
we focused on sorting out those
pieces and trying to make the
puzzle work,” Starrantino said.
“Obviously it’s not something that
will be done in one week, but we
feel like we have the pieces.” The
2015 schedule is a grueling one for
the Bearcats. They will face off 16
times throughout the two-month

regular season, which spans from
September to October. Outside
the CUNYAC schedule, they will
match-up with familiar foes, such
as New York University and Maritime College, but will also be firsttime participants in the Stevenson
invitational in Maryland. They will
play Stevenson University and
McDaniel College. It will be good
preparation for the CUNYAC and
potentially the NCAA tournament.
Gaetan Bazin, a midfielder on
the 2014 squad, shared his reflection on the team’s daily grind.
“There is a reason why we always
come prepared and ready to compete. It’s simply because we do not
practice the same as other teams ...
Most of them own a field and usually practice everyday. Waking up extra early, especially for a commuter
school, that alone shows dedication and what every single player
has to offer to this team.” The dedication that Baruch players all posses is the key to their success on the
pitch. It has led them to championship after championship, but some
players are already looking past the
conference championships and on
to the NCAA tournament.
Unfortunately, the team has
never made it past the first round,
but McConnell thinks that this year
may be different. “We still have that
little bit of a sour taste coming from
that big loss to Muhlenberg. We’re
really hoping to make a big push,
something that we’ve never really
done, into the NCAA. That’s a much
bigger step, and a much bigger
stage,” he said. “Winning CUNYAC
three times in a row, we’re already
looking ahead.”
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Uncertainties remain for Big Blue after lackluster preseason
BY PAUL JOH
SPORTS EDITOR

Looking back, the 2014-15 NFL
season was a tough year for the
New York Giants. Ever since their
Super Bowl 46 victory over the
New England Patriots, Big Blue
has struggled to play like a championship-caliber team. Every year,
Giants fans begin a new season
with hopes of possibly celebrating
another Lombardi Trophy, but every year, the team falls short of the
expectations. And then, no matter
how agonizing the previous season
was, Giants fans always find a way
to bring their hopes back up come
September.
Last year, many people counted
the Giants out after the team lost
their star receiver, Victor Cruz.
Cruz was carted off the field after
injuring his right knee on a fourth
and goal play in the red zone. The
Giants announced that Cruz suffered a torn patellar tendon and
that he would be out for the rest of
the season. Without the presence
of Cruz on the field, the Giants fell
into deep trouble, losing seven
games in a row. However, the one
bright spot amidst the turmoil was
the emergence of the team’s rookie
wide receiver, Odell Beckham Jr.
After missing all of preseason
and the first four weeks of the regular season, Beckham made his debut against the Atlanta Falcons in
week five.
The first round pick out of Louisiana State University provided a
spark to a Giants team that was in
need of a wake-up call. Beckham
recorded a total of 1,305 yards
through 12 games and caught 12
touchdowns in the stretch. The
rookie also tallied 91 catches, one
of which was a ridiculous onehanded grab against the Dallas
Cowboys. It was a sensational play
that flooded sports media head-

lines across the country and caused
fans to go berserk. Beckham did the
best he could to save the season,
but by the time the Giants started
to pick up their momentum, it was
already too late for them to return
to the postseason race. The Giants
finished with a 6-10 overall record,
falling six games behind the NFC
East Division champions, the Dallas Cowboys.
Ready to put their grueling season behind them, the Giants prepared to come back as a better team
in the fall. There was talk around
the league about the Giants, who
were expected to have one of, if not
the most, explosive offenses heading into the preseason. With Cruz
back in the lineup and Beckham returning from a phenomenal rookie
season, the Giants finally had the
firepower in their arsenal to be a
championship team.
Although Eli Manning has been
under fire for turning the ball over
in the past, the two-time Super
Bowl champion is certainly capable
of feeding the ball to either of his
receivers.
Manning, who will be an unrestricted free agent next season, is
already seeking a contract extension in hopes of staying with the
team for a few more years. After
signing his current contract in
2010, Manning won the franchise’s
fourth Lombardi Trophy in the following season. If the Giants play
their cards right, this year could be
their breakthrough season.
Now, three weeks into the preseason, the 1-2 Giants have failed
to put out a strong showing and are
still struggling. The team seems to
have picked up right where they left
off from their previous campaign.
The defense has been lacking
with the absence of defensive end
Jason Pierre-Paul, who suffered a
hand injury during the offseason in
a fireworks accident. In his place,

the Giants have added Kerry Wynn,
an undrafted second-year player
from the University of Richmond.
Jonathan Beason, the Giants’ middle linebacker, also suffered an injury in the second preseason game
against the Jacksonville Jaguars.
The offense has not been clicking as well. Manning has been
struggling to connect with his receivers. The 12th-year quarterback
has yet to throw his first touchdown, and only completed 52.6
percent of his passes. Despite starting every preseason game, Beckham did not record a catch until the
third preseason game against the
New York Jets. Cruz sat out games
two and three due to a minor calf
injury reported by the team. The
Giants expect to find their rhythm
with a healthy Cruz by week one,
but the offense still has plenty of
work to do.
On Sept. 13, Big Blue will suit up
against the Dallas Cowboys as they
begin their long journey through
another vigorous season ahead of
them. The divisional matchup will
be crucial for the Giants who have
had slow starts in the past and
played catch up later in the season.
Other important divisional matchups in the Giants 2015-16 regular
season include a game against the
Washington Redskins in weeks 3
and 12, the Philadelphia Eagles
in weeks 6 and 17, and a rematch
against the Cowboys in week 7.
It might be too early to determine how the team will fare this
season, but one thing is for sure.
If the Giants continue to play like
they have been doing so far, the Giants could be in trouble for the long
run, and it could possibly be an end
to the Manning-Coughlin era.
Manning may not have put up
great numbers this summer, but if
history taught us anything, it is that
the quarterback will be ready when
it is crunch time.
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After suﬀering a minor calf injury in preseason, Cruz (top) is expected to return to
the Giants lineup by week 1 and start catching passes again from Manning (bottom).

In pursuit of US Open, Serena Williams expands her tennis legacy

OMER SEMAN
Serena Williams is on her way
to tying Steffi Graf with her 22nd
major title and solidifying her case
as the greatest tennis player ever. If
Williams wins the U.S. Open, she
will be the first player to complete
the calendar Grand Slam since Graf
in 1988. With the world etching her
name into the trophy prior to Saturday’s U.S. Open Women’s final, it
seems appropriate to revisit her illustrious, if not arduous, career.
Born in Saginaw, Michigan, to
Richard and Oracene Williams,
Williams and her family moved to
Compton when she was still an infant. Her father brought the family
to Los Angeles. because “it would
make them tough, give them a
fighter’s mentality”, which he explained in his autobiography.
When she began playing tennis at the age of four, Richard introduced local tennis coach James
Pyles to Williams in order to hone
her skills while her father trained
her older sister Venus Williams.
He made them study French on
Wednesdays after practice in preparation for their French Open victory speeches as part of his 78-page
plan for his daughters’ careers, meticulously embedding a winner’s
mindset. The two mentors worked
the girls on every aspect of the
game, but Venus’ prodigious talent
shone brighter than Serena’s.
After drawing national admira-

tion at adolescence, the Williams
sisters moved to West Palm Beach,
Florida, where tennis instructor
Rick Macci worked with the sisters at his academy. He recognized
the rare innate talent the two possessed and coached them from
1991-95, when Richard and Oracene decided to take over as their
full-time coaches.
Michelle Kaufman of the Miami Herald recalls Serena’s professional debut at age 14 as a stark
contrast to her eventual greatness.
“Williams wound up losing 6-1,
6-1 to 18-year-old Anne Miller in a
qualifying match held on a practice
court in front of about 50 spectators
and a handful of journalists,” wrote
Kaufman. Her father took her off
the professional tour for a year and
a half to refocus.
Playing alongside her sister,
Serena won her first professional
match in doubles play at the 1997
Indian Wells but had yet to win in
singles. She finally broke through
in the Ameritech Cup in Chicago
later that year, and in the process,

she defeated the seventh-ranked
Mary Pierce and the world’s fourthranked player, Monica Seles.
Though she lost in the semifinals
to fifth-ranked player Lindsay Davenport, Serena quickly shot up to
99th and began her launch into the
stratosphere.
The first of her Grand Slam tournament victories came in the U.S.
Open 16 years ago. Serena conquered the gauntlet of three of the
top-five ranked players in the final
three rounds and lifted the trophy while sporting her trademark
beads. She became just the second
African-American woman to lift a
Grand Slam singles trophy since Althea Gibson in 1958. Venus became
the third at the 2000 Wimbledon
Championships, beating Serena in
the semi-finals.
As the Williams sisters began
facing-off in tournaments, unsupported rumors of their father fixing
matches between the two began to
circulate. This all culminated at the
2001 Indian Wells. Fellow competitor Elena Dementieva sparked the

controversial discussion after she
lost to Venus by accusing Richard
of manipulating matches, settingup a match against Serena in the
semifinals.
Minutes prior to the start, Venus
withdrew from the match. At the final, the crowd met Serena with vitriolic boos seldom heard in tennis
arenas. A week later in a USA Today
article, Richard accused fans of
racial epithets.19-year-old Serena
vowed to never play at Indian Wells
again, citing the emotional toll it
took on her and her family.
The Time piece she wrote detailing her reasons for returning to
that same court earlier this year revealed her capacity for forgiveness,
a trait rarely seen out of Serena
during competition. Make no mistake, in a sport that places a premium on high decorum, Serena’s
unabashed, unapologetic attitude
has rubbed some people the wrong
way. Her overpowering, intimidating style of play is complemented
by ferocious grunts and yells of
“Come on!” after forehand winners
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Serena Williams stands just one Grand Slam away from completing the ﬁrst calendar Grand Slam since Graf did so in 1988.

or blistering aces. Sprinkle in a few
threats to line judges and chair umpires. and the foundation for haters
cements itself. All these examples
indicate behavior normally unbecoming of a tennis champion, especially a female tennis champion,
but Serena has redefined the norm.
Her career has spanned a number of peaks and valleys. She captured her first “Serena Slam” by
winning the 2002 French, Wimbledon and U.S. Open titles along
with the 2003 Australian Open,
thus holding all four Grand Slam
trophies. She later succumbed to a
knee injury after winning at Wimbledon and failed to win a Grand
Slam until the 2005 Australian
Open. In between 2005 and 2007,
she had failed to win a tournament
and fell outside the top 100 for the
first time since 1997.
After rallying back to reclaim
her No. 1 ranking in 2010, she was
diagnosed with a blood clot in her
lungs in 2011, forcing her to miss
half the season. Once again, her
father’s desire to implant a fighter’s
mentality in her paid off.
Since her recovery, she has won
eight more Grand Slam singles titles and is on her way to a ninth. In
a conversation with ESPN’s Robin
Roberts, she was asked why she
seemed so calm approaching her
calendar slam attempt. Serena responded, “I realize that ... I rather
be in this position where I have this
pressure and I have people expecting me to win than be in a position
where it’s like ‘oh, well she probably won’t win, she’ll probably make
a deep run’ and that’s not what I
want. And once I realized that, I
embraced it. And once I embraced
it, I was comfortable with it and I
was more confident about it and I
was able to just feel good about it.”
We are witnessing history with
every fierce backhand and it is time
to embrace the greatest of all time.
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Baruch Weekly
THEME: NURSERY
RHYMES

SEPTEMBER 2015
MON

14
TUES

15
WED

16
THURS

17
FRI

18
SAT

19
SUN

20

ACROSS
1. Covered with water
6. Fox competitor?
9. R&R spots
13. Port in Portugal
14. *Turtle dove’s sound
15. Gorillalike
16. “Animal House” party wear
17. ____ of corn
18. Bank in Mexico
19. *He went to Gloucester
21. *He kissed the girls and
made them cry
23. Witch’s curse
24. Like Piper of Hamelin
25. School organization
28. Clare Booth ____
30. Bloodsucker
34. “____ is more”
36. Nevada city
38. Respectable and quiet
40. Military group
41. *Dog’s name-o
43. Like nay-sayers
44. Jason the Argonaut’s wife
46. “In ____ of”
47. 1/60 of mins
48. Dancer’s beat
50. As opposed to gross

LABOR DAY
WOMEN’S TENNIS: BARUCH VS. BROOKLYN COLLEGE*
4:00 p.m. | Brooklyn College | Free
MOVEMENTS OF THE SOUL
8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. | BPAC | $17.50 with Student ID
MOVEMENTS OF THE SOUL
3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. | BPAC | $17.50 with Student ID
MOVEMENTS OF THE SOUL
8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. | BPAC | $17.50 with Student ID
LEXINGTON LEAGUE’S FIRST GENERAL INTEREST MEETING
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. | VC 3-210 | Free
MEET MITCHELL AND TITUS
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. | VC 3-215 | Free
BETA ALPHA PSI PRESENTS: ALUMNI NIGHT
6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. | VC 2-125 | Free

52. “Be quiet!”
53. Arrogant snob
55. Simon & Garfunkel, e.g.
57. *One of King Cole’s three
61. *”If wishes were ____”
64. Empower
65. *What Little Miss Muﬀet
did to her curds
67. Kind of wave
69. Hardly worth mentioning
70. Haul with a hitch
71. Pigeon’s perch
72. Simon does what?
73. Emergency helpers
74. Clear, as in blackboard

DOWN
1. Quick on the uptake
2. *Sound of Mother Hubbard’s
pet?
3. Mythological ship
4. Narc’s ﬁnd
5. Youth lodging option
6. Tree having winged fruit
7. Feathery neckwear
8. Welsh dog breed
9. Boxing action
10. Golf club maker
11. Ascus, plural
12. *My dame has lost her
what?
15. “Humble ____,” pl.

20. Beyond suburb
22. Unagi
24. Composing or writing
25. *Little Jack Horner’s treat
26. Religious doctrine
27. To one side
29. To furnish with a ceiling
31. J.F.K. or Dulles postings
32. Short for University of
Miami mascot
33. Unforeseen obstacle
35. Type of cell
37. Curved molding
39. *It ran away with the
spoon
42. One up
45. Little application
49. Mining product
51. Dr. Seuss’ Yertle
54. About to explode
56. Twig of willow tree
57. Come clean, with “up”
58. Cuzco valley empire
59. June 6, 1944
60. Data Universal Numbering
System
61. Strikes with an axe
62. Cocoyam
63. Droops
66. *Tucker who sings for his
supper
68. “Go Set a Watchman”
author
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CROSSWORD SOLUTION:

MOVEMENTS OF THE SOUL
8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. | BPAC | $17.50 with Student ID

ISSUE 2

MOVEMENTS OF THE SOUL
3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. | BPAC | $17.50 with Student ID
SAVAGES IN THE SALON: MUSIC FROM PARIS IN THE 1730s
8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. | BPAC | Free with Student ID
“OTTO NEALS: AN ARTISTIC LEGACY” 2015*
6:00 p.m. | Medgar Evers College | Free
MOVEMENTS OF THE SOUL
8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. | BPAC | $17.50 with Student ID
*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight
PEER TIP OF THE WEEK

FUN FACT

CHECK OUT THIS WEEK’S WORDS OF WISDOM FROM PEERS FOR CAREERS, AMBASSADORS OF SCDC

STARR SEARCH

The CPA Fair is deﬁnitely one of the biggest events of the semester. Various highly respectable
accounting ﬁrms come to meet and recruit motivated Baruch students. One thing to keep
in mind is how your strengths align with your passion and connecting this to the company’s

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

STARR Search is the online career management system
managed by the STARR Career Development Center to
connect students with employer partners.
In 2014-15, 11,000 individual students logged onto the

culture.
--BHAVIK PATEL
PEER FOR CAREER

system. With over 10,500 jobs and internships posted online,
students submitted a total of 200,000 applications via STARR
Search.

SAVE THE DATE

INTERNSHIP UPDATE

EVENTS

COLLECTIVE[I]

Career Fair Prep Workshop, Wednesday, Sept. 9,
5:00 p.m.–6:30 p.m., VC 2-150

Global Strategy Group is looking for a communications and public aﬀairs intern.

Learn how to prepare for career fairs from SCDC staﬀ and
Peers for Careers student leaders.

CPA Fair, Friday, Sept. 11, 12:00 p.m.4:00pm,
VC Main Gym

Don’t miss the opportunity to meet with 28 CPA ﬁrms to
explore internship and full time positions

Dining Etiquette Workshop, Thursday, Oct. 1,
12:30 p.m.–2:20pm, Library Building Room 750

Learn from etiquette expert Terri Thompson on the do’s and
don’t’s of dining in a professional setting.

Fall Career Day, Friday, Oct. 2, 12:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.,
VC Main Gym
Meet with 80+ employers regarding internships, part-time
and full-time opportunities. Open to all undergraduates and
all majors.

Global Strategy Group
(GSG) is an American public
aﬀairs and research ﬁrm specializing in research, strategic communications, digital
strategy, grassroots and grasstops organizing, marketing,
and branding. Our clientele
includes Fortune 100 companies, national political leaders, associations and nonproﬁts.
The communications and
public aﬀairs Intern will assist
in a wide range of activities
including preparing written
materials for advocacy campaigns (press releases, FAQ

sheets, draft letters, memos, etc.) closely monitoring
events in the news, compiling
press lists, performing background research for clients
and potential clients, covering press events and public hearings, assisting with
digital advertising and social
media campaigns, helping
to manage canvassing and
direct community outreach,
assisting in public event coordination, and assisting with
grassroots logistics, including database maintenance,
drafting letters and statements.

Applicants should be able
to commit to at least 20 hours
per week. This is a paid internship.
Application: Please submit
cover letter, resume, and writing sample to careers@globalstrategygroup.com. Please
reference Communications &
Public Aﬀairs Intern within the
subject line of the correspondence.
Candidates will be contacted via email for in-person
interviews.
For more information, visit
STARR Search with job ID
81291.

